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Introduction

The High School Geography Project

Chide F. Kohn

"Of all the academic subjects that every civilized human being ought
to learn well, geography is the most neglected in American colleges and
schools. Many senior high schools do not teach the subject at all, and many
colleges offer it only as an elective for a few students who plan to go on to
graduate scht)ol to become professional geographers. Yet it seems obvious
that the need for geographic knowledge grows as our planet shrinks, as
people travel more, and as we are brought into ever greater dependence on
the people of other lands."

This statement, reported in a newspaper article appearing in the Pitts-
burgh Post Gazette on June 29, 1959 and attributed to Dr. Paul Wxxlring,
Education Editor of the Saturday Review, may well be considered a eamble
to the High School Geography Project. h echoes an earlier statement of
Dt. John W. Studebaker, a nationally prominent educator and a former
U. S. Commissioner of Education, who once said, "Apart from rather back-
ward nations, we are more illiterate geographically than any civilized nation
I know. . Yoang people stop studying geography in about the seventh or
eighth grade of the conrnon school, if they get that far, and for the most
part they are taught up to that time by teachers who stopped studying
geography at about the same time in their school courses. If we can ;et
out of that policy an intelligent understanding of the world on the part
of those taught, l would like to know how to do it."

It is obvious from statements such as these that American students are
not king provided with adequate instruction in the study of cultures and
areas beyond the Americas, or for that matter, within the Americas.

For a nation which has assumed a major role ;n world affairs, and whose
economic, social and political development in the second half of the twentieth
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cit r depends, to a remarkable degree, on establishing stable and peace
ful woiking relations with highly diverse cultures. ek.ottomies and countries
in tali( I part, of the world, it is paradoxical that so little attention is given
to the stud% these piples and countries, the need for sound geographic
inston nun In our public schimils was implied in a message of our late
President, kiln I.. Kenneth, tH the .\merican Geographical Society, New
York OR, on December 1%I. Contained in this message were the
lullowing statements l'he wurk of geographers has always been especially
meaningful to mankind. But ne%er more than today. In the search for
peake and 'or means to feed. clothe and shelter the %%livid's populations, we
[lied not Hill\ the precise and comprehensive knowledge that the geographer
offers to us but also the breadth and %ariety of his many perspectives,"

In the .\ssociation of \merican Geographers and the National
Council for Geographic Education recognized the critical need for improv
ing kith the quanlit and quality of geographic instruction and materials
by establishing a Joint Committee on Education. This Committee was in-
soli( ted to I IVO aliment! practical steps to be taken in improving the
,Lon, of gent.trah in education, .2 find means of putting into effect
these leiummendations, and i work closely with other educational organ.
Izations to ',willow geograph as a discipline, particularly in the secondary
Sl 1111(11 N% stem. I hese goals reflected the conviction of the geography pro
fession that instruktion in geograph., needed to he thoroughly and critically
re%ie\\ed in light of the aLhanee!. in the discipline, and in terms of the
wow ng need for a better understanding or peops in all parts or the world.

\Itei length\ discussions or the ways in which the teaching or geography
needed to he II11111% C(1. the I ligh School Geography Project was selected to
he developed Iirst I he uhjectives of the Project have been twofold; (1) to
iniproe the «intent of courses in geography at the freshman-sophomore
le%el,,ind to doelop instructional matetials for use in these courses.
It is eNpetted that the Project will lead, eventually, to the creation of a
one \ea: -den,nstration cour."," together with the necessary study aids,
.upplumentar\ re,i,lmg materials, classroom aod laboratory exercises, prt)-
grammcd lessons. ,ind suitable tests. It trill be designed as a "model" course
reared the ohjectkes of modern L,..ographic instruction.

I he Pruleit was initiated In the fall of 1%1, with the appointment
of a \Vorking (lroup of professional geographers. This Working Group
has a\ke.1 to define basic ideas in geography, outline geographic methods
of inquirv, and state the skills idUch it thought should be developed at

le\ el. Out of these discussions came an Advisory Paper
dire, tee{ to teat hers associated %%ith the ,ccond phase of the Project.

During this later phase, ten experimenting and twet.ty cooperating trich-
ers wrkt d Mal the t'ullielltS, understandings, and skills outlined in the Ad-
hisor Paper, rL'sitint4 Untth of instruction, designing pupil activities, and
loLatio,; suitable classroom and laborator materials. The ten experimenting
ter, hoes wen released from their regular teaching duties, except fur one,
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or at the most two courses, in order to devote the remainder of their time
to developing nett %%ays of teaching geographic facts, undorstandings, and
coney pts. ach of the thirty participating teachers was assigned a "geography
consultant" a professional geographer in a nearby college or university.
These professional geographers met regularly with their assigned teachers
to discuss new research findings in geography, new methods of analysis,
and new ways of looking at geographic facts, concepts and generalitations.
Altgether, the participating trathers C unite 100 units, Their
was coordinated during the academie year, 19626A, by Professor [lent).
INartnan, on leave from ('lark link ersny. Professor 'William I). Paulson
served as Director of the Project throughout the first two years, 1961.1963,
Funds were made available Inuit the Fund for the Advancement of kluea
don, Ford Foundation, to initiate the Project,

Each of the papers included in this volume represents a special type of
study carried on during the academic year, 1962 6.A. The first by Dr. Bertha
inya Thompson is an example of an exercise in problem solving developed

during a study of food production in the United States. I ler students sought
to find out why Ohio showed a notable decrease in wheat production when
the figures for 1954 were compared with those for 1959,

John Nears pa pt.7 indicates a way in which the geographic method of
inquiry can ht' applied to problems within the student's immediate environ-
ment.

The paper by I lerbert II. Friedman demonstrates how students can
develop an understanding of scale as an instrument whereby successive
levels of generaliiatinn can be reached.

The fourth paper by Frederic A. Bitter describes a unit of study in
physical geography. It outlines the learning experiences of the students
as they worked with earth sun relationships, the elements and controls of
iicathur and climate, the characteristics and areal distribution of climatic
types on a world scale, and the associations existing between and within
climatic types,

The fifth paper presents a regional approach to the study of geography
at the high school unit and was contributed by Peter Greco. It demonstrates
still another way of organi/ing .1 course in the discipline. The focus is on
the locali/ed associations of phenomena which make an area distinctive,
that is, a "region."

Dr. Paulson presents some changing attitudes that he observed on the
part of the professional geographer, the elossrt)om teacher, and the high
school student during the second phase of the prt6ect. Dr. Warman pre-
sunk ten questions 1111 )%t frequently raised by school administrators regard
mg the role of geography in the high school program or studies. Ile gives
his answers to these questions, but sup gists them as additional challenges
and responsibilities Li mfr. in ling all those concerned with the upgrading of
geography in rim se( iindar schools.
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1.1w final paper, Sonic Comments about a Structure of Geography
with Particular Reference to Geographic I:act, Spatial Distribution and
Areal .1smiciativ, was presented by Professor Edwin N. Thomas at the
Cleveland Seminar for the ten experimenting teachers in August, 1963,
and served as guide to many of the teachers during the ensuing )ear.

The editor is indebted to all those who have contributed to the success
of the First two phases of the I ugh School Geography Project. Without the
help of the professional geography consultants and others, the classroom
tahcrs ho have contributed to this volume would not have been able

Watt' the Units of instruction they describe.



Paper No. 1

An Experiment in Problem-Solving

Bertha Bowl Thonip8on

In tilt' tN pv111111111,11 114;11 st 111$ t.tcNr.11)11 OILIrst,' deceived at laktanda I I lilil School during the academic tear, I 1412 6.4, the prublettlsoleing
method of instruction tt as introduced in .1 unit HI study on foot! protluetion
in the Linked states. .1 one ol their ossiitiiments, students ttert asktAl to
construtt a dot map sho%%ing the distribution of %% heat protluetion in the
fifteen IvatilIN \t heat 1)1141m-ink: stmt.% for It):;). diccting data front
the agricultural tVI1Nl1s for that sear. the statistics for %%heat production hi
Ohio for 11).3 and 145'1 \\ere noted I)\ the ,,titlents. .1 question arose as to
%hy \t heat production in ()hit, had deg reased [tom 4S million to 2L) tlltlllull
bushels during this like tear peritikl,

One student asked if he might make tktt dot maps or eheat production
for ()hit), one for I1)54 and the other for 051), to sec xhetlier or not the
decline 1k as t.;yilcr.II 11111 ill011)111 the talc I iL4lIrt I . t'111111)1Ctillil
the RI(l Mall's. the student colt 1111411 Iccry.l.t. did (RIAU' in all ColIlltics,
het that in sillily counties the tier Ilse .111110111'd to he ,.itnificantl greater
than in others. I he student's failure to hold an identical or uniforrn dot
si/e (dosed some slight intonsistent les in his ohserlations.

-explainers,- or lit pothyses, \t ere suggested 11 y the class
attount lop' the general decrease in production lop' the tears 1 1)54 51), and

for the plate to plate tlifrcm es ohserted on the completed maps:

1. I he ticurt.,,,e in Alikat Iii)11 in ()hill front IL)S4 to IL)SL) \Vas as
sticiatc(1 kk itii kick line in the &Bland ill heat on the
maid market,
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hgure IA. Wheat Produced in Ohio during 1954.

I In tlt .1.. u1 t`ht.lt I11 tluttn,n in ()hill I ini 1')*3-1 t() Nit) wits as.
101 .1 11.114;t 111 1111 tiltI 1)1 thy \iticriLdii people.

I (It k It .1,t 111 Y.111.11 1111.1.11k 11t111 111 (1111) Intl', t() Nit) nt:Lurrcd
ht I .111,k ! ...IN II. .11 kk 1'11' 111 thy er,,I) aation patturn.

;, I Ili I It tm. 111 \d11.11 i'1,1kilk111111 111 ( n1111 1'6-1 to 1')S') as its
t.; itt ith I 1111111 111 ,.1111t1 lk aLry.i.s..ty .111(41.m:tits.
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0,/hcat Produced in 0 H I 0 during 1959

Figure lB. Wheat Produced in Ohio during 1959.

1 he dec re.is in wheat production in Ohio from 1954 to 1959 occurred
because other snips were able to compete successfully fur acreage pre-
intisk tiNi,1 kir ,Alicat.
I he deLrease in w heat production in Ohio from 1954 to 1959 occurred
because farm land had been taken not of ',Top production and used
for (idler ac tic In, NUL h as manufacturing, urban (I( velopment, recreation,
and !liming.
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Testing the Hypotheses: Rejection and Acceptance
[ter ex,uninine, ,w,idahle data. a student reported that the United

'suites had exruited indium bushels Hf wheat in 11)S8, 62.i minion in
19'+`)ind -12 nillhttn in 111(0, I le regretted his inabilit\ to secure data
for but on the hams of the data obtained concluded that the increased

ION from I1.-ti 111, did not indicate a decline in world demand for United
States \\ heat. I lence, the lirt 11\ pothesis \\ as rejected, In ()tiler words,
the dcLne in \\ heat production in Ohio between 1954 and 1959 wasnot due to an\ decline in the demand for United states 1Vheat 011 the\\ dd market.

rhe instru -tot then plas-ed the following production and sales data for
Ohio on the chalkboard:

ProdUc

Sales

I he I'rot.lucuttn and Sales of Wheat
In Ohio 1954 Iane.

I L): 4 4i,1(1), bushels
AS, ()C.2.41 bushels

NS()

l();() 2.'1,499,714 bushels
1959 )6,1 I `),667 bushels

It \ quckl\ mired that a large! percentage of the wheat produced in
19;9 had ken sold than in 19c. I he class recogni/ed that this indicated
no dee it',INC in the \erCent.tge of sales and thus reieted the second hypothesis.
It was concluded that the decline in \\ heat production in Ohio from 1954
to 1951) did nut reflect a change in the diet of the . \merican people.

Ihe student who proposed the third II\ pothesis secured wheat produc-
tion data for the ten', ear period, 1950 to 1959. I le analv/ed and graphed
these data in order to determine whether or not the decrease was recurrent
in air kind of recogni/able pattern. I le recommended that the third hypoth-
esis he rejected, and that the class accept the conclusion that the decline in
wheat produititin in 0161 [cum 1954 to 1()S9 \ as not associated with a non-
n kat \ear in the crop rotation pattern.

o test the fourth pothesis, which most students thought was the
major reason for decreased production, data were obtained '11111 the .\gricul
tural stabili/ation and Conser\ ;Rion Committee in Columbus, (kin. Rased
on their anal\ sis of these statistics, the class decided to accept the hypothesis
is one of the important causes of decreased production. They were surprised
tit flnd, howeker, that the decrease in i1C1Vilge allotment~ Wilti nut St/
Ii41101( the\ 11,1(1 anticipated. I11(' following table gives some examples
in whhh large production decreases were accompanied lw relatively small
declines in acreage allotments:
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kVheat Production
in bushels'

1954 19514

Vheat \o. ledge \ llotments
in bushels

1954 1959 Difference
State. Total 45,0tit),(n) )9,notoo 1,-54,,)14 1,ii-,896 19(0)18
Paulding, Co. 654,76i 110,109 ;.,-t) 1 11),;;; 148
,\ilains Co. 408,018 -1,i42 1,423 12.296 1,127
.slit 'hula Co. 33i,,8?1 87,28t) 1.4.109 12,769 44(1

It was decided that the (idler potheses hail to be in estigated in
detail, particularly when it a s 'WIC(' that the farmers of Ohio actually
planted less than the county acreage allotments permitted, as follows:

Comparison of .thotted and Planted
.\creage in Ohio 1954 and 1959'

Yea! Minucti .\creage Planted Acreage 1)iference
qi4 1,75A,914 1.740,0(10 1.1,914

1919 1,557,896 1,364.t)00 )93,896

One student argued that these data could be explained by increased tech
nological knowledge. that is. farmers could get more from less acres, so less
was planted to wheat. Since many thought this was the explanation, the
instructor gave wheat crop Yields as 2 bushels per acre in I 9i4 and 24.5
For 1959. The students were surprised. The instructor then asked them to
multiply the 1,264,(XX) acres planted in 1959 by the difference in Yields
betwen 1954 and 1959. The students readily saw that more would !lace
been produced in 1959 it' farmers had been able to reach the 1954 yield.
It was at this point that the students decided that unfavorable weather
conditions might have accounted for the decreased yields. Hence, a seventh
hypothesis was introduced: "The decrease in w heat production in Ohio from
1954 to 1959 was associated with an unfavorable growing season during the
year in which the 1959 census was taken." An ilterview was arranged with
the vocational agriculture teacher and his class to secure information Teta-
i11' to critical periods in the growth of winter wheat and. in addition,

possible crop competitors fur wheat acreage.. The students then checked
the acreage fur other crops for 1954 and 1959. Only corn and soybeans
showed an increase, with corn increases too small to he significant. It was
decided that further testing of the fifth hypothesis relative to crop coin
petition would he necessary, and that a soybean map should he made to see
if areas of decreased wheat production were also areas of ineeased soybean
production.

In order to supply relevant data for testing the sixth ypothesis, it was
noted that the number of farms in Ohio declined by .47 11 from 1954 to
1959, To the unbelieving students, the instructor explained tnat 7,00n of
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these here attrihutud to a redefinition of the term, "farm" ShIlle of the
decline, hl 011, this ,IttrihtItCd In the merging of farms, for the average
farm si/e Ohio increased from 1 12..9 acres to 131.1) acres in the five-year
period fr int 195 to 1959. Other contrihut'ng factors suggested were increased
urban sprawl, the development of nett parks, and strip mining. The field
consultant on the 1 figh School Project, Professor !Imre J. Vartnan, sug-
gested that the decline in proportion of all land in farms or the change
in the number of acres (f farmland cultivated might he used as indicators

competition from other activities.
Committees were selected to map the dependent variable, that is, the

phenomenon whose spatial ariation ((as to he explained. In this instance,
the dependent uariahle was the variation in i'fanged wheat production from
1954 to 1959 in Ohio by countiesind the tentative independent variables
the possible explainers were: I county tt heat acreage allotment changes,
2 monthly differences in temperature and precipitation, (3) changes in

sot bean acreage, and 4. changes in farm acreages. Changes in wheat
at wage were mapped to depict the dependent variable and to facilitate visual
orrelation.

\ simplified quantitatke st stem was devised for constructing the neces-
sal.. maps Figure 2 . differences between the 1954 and 1959 data were
determined h(r each counts, for both the dependent and independent var-
iables ft ith the exception of the temperature and precipitation changes).

he average count\ change was calculated for each variable. The symbols
--, and t1 here placed upon each map according to fixed criteria. For

example. in the rase of farm acreage changes, a "+" was placed in a county
if the county decrease was equal to the state average or greater; an "0" was
placed in a tount if the decrease was less than the average for the state..\ 'l as placid in ,1 county if an increase occurred.

1 he "weather data ciantnittee" placed its information upon each of
their maps using ,irtas determined by the state climatologist. Two different
colors, bloc for 1954 55 and red for 1958 59, were used in recording the
temperature and precipitation data on each of the climatic maps con-
structed. i he 1954 data were placed ahove the 1959 data as shown in
figure 3. live inch and six inch isolicets for a 48 hour period were placed
on the January map.

.\fter all the maps had been constructed, they were placed upon the
bulletin board. StudentN were urged to check the extent of spatial covariance
isualh. Later a class period was set aside to test hypotheses 5, 6, and 7

using this method of visual correlation. During this period students con-
(hided that the map depicting (flanges in wheat production indicated that

(mimes had experienced a decrease in wheat production with the great-
est det Imes in the southttestern, the central, and northwestern parts of
the state Figure 4 . Similar results were noted using the map showing
changes in wheat acreages.
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OHIO
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Figure 2. Farm Acreage Change, Ohio, 1954-1959.
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OHIO
TANUARY
at,Are and Prec, F i4a4

Figure 3. January Temperature and Precipitation, Ohio, 1954-1959.
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OHIO
WHEAT PRODUCTION

0 7:* decrease creo.-te-
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Figure 4. Wheat Production, Ohio, 1954-1959.
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1 '.decreamt yearirs +Lan
ike silhe avereze (11a1A

0. dec.rease 6.1.4 left +kian
ille %foie average

Figure 5. County Wheat Acreage Allotment, Ohio, 1954.1959.
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Ont. studun noticed that the greatest decrease in Yvheat acreage allot
mum occurred ireas where the' greatest changes in wheat production oc
curre'd Figure 5 . In light of this observation, the students' previous judg.
meat relative to the wheat acreage allotment hypothesis (hypothesis 4) was re-
affirmed. !low e%er, One exception was noted in the southwestern part of
the state where a greater than average' decrease in production occurred but
where government allotment decrease's were less than the average for the
state. Students also observed that a less than average decrease in wheat
acreage allotment change and a less than average decrease in wheat acreage
change occurred in the southeast. Here, however, there was an above
average decrease in total farm acreage. These observations plus their knowl-
edge of urban spraw I, park development, strip-mining, and reforestation in
Ohio led to the acceptance of the sixth hypothesis. It was concluded that the
decrease in Ye-heat production in Ohio from 1954 to 1959 was positively
associated with competition for land by other activities.

In looking at both the wheat acreage and soybe a acreage maps (Figure
6', the students concluded that where greater than average wheat acreage
decreases occurred in western Ohio, soybeans showed an increase. Thus, on
the basis of these observations they accepted the fifth hypothesis and con-
cluded that the decrease in ye-heat production in Ohio from 1954 to 1959
was associated in part with the successful competition of other corps for
acreage once planted in wheat. This judgment was reaffirmed when weather
conditions were' later investigated. The students proposed that the winter
wheat crop might have been destroyed by inclement weather conditions,
and that a spring planting of soybeans might have replaced the wheat crop.

Some wetness in the northwest was noted in November, 1958, for those
counties where an above average decrease occurred: severe temperatures
with much less precipitation and no snow cover in December of that year
might have caused freezing: and flood like conditions occurred in January of
1959 in two of the areas of greater than average decline. The isohyets of

and 6 inches for a 48 hour period include' most of these areas (Figure' 3).
Frozen flood waters in lowland areas possibly caused suffocation of the'
wheat plants. The above average precipitation of May and June, 1959, did
not covary with an above average decrease. The "adverse weather condition
hypothesis.' was therefore accepted. and the class concluded that the decline
in ye heat production in Ohio from 1954 to 1959 %%as associated with an un-
favorable' growing season for the year on which the 1959 figure's are based.
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OHIO
WHEAT ACREAGE

Clnance 115.4-1959

dec ..ectse 9 recital-
thay. s,341/acres

0=cleci-ease less
than 3,3141 o.CreS

^ inol-ea5e

Figure 6A. Wheat Acreage, Ohio, 1954-1959.
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OHIO
SOYBEAN A CREAGE

chance 054- 1959

°

INIC.REASE CDREPCTER
1-14;o4 1.1 tacsi,E5

C. SACAEFiSE LESS
6 etc% t%

"bECAIERSE

Figure 6B. Soybean Acreage, Ohio, 1954.1959.
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Summary
Of the sklen hpotheses proposed by the students, three were quickly

retected, hut, on the basis of available data, four %%ere accepted as possible
-explainers" for changes in wheat production in Ohio between 1954 and
19i%). ll'hereas, in the beginning, several students believed that their par
titular hypothesis %u as the mill explanation, they all agreed that the solu
tion 11.1s much more complex than they had anticipated originally. They
were satiThed, however, that through the use of statistics and the process

visuai wrrelation they had determined the major factors contributing to
the decline in 1\1wat production in Ohio for the years indicated.



Paper No. 2

Teaching the Principles of
Industrial Location

John P. Neal

During the academic year, 1962-63, Mu experimentalcourses in geography
were taught at Newton High School, Newtonville, Massachusetts, as part
of the High School Geography Project. Both classes were offered at the
twelfth grade level. The 58 students in the two classes were enrolled either
in the commercial or lower college preparatory curricula, and had been
selected and grouped homogeneously by the 113:11 data process. The median
1.Q. for these students was 101. Of the total only three had taken a prior
high school course in geography. .11 midyear a lettergrade breakdown of
all marks received by these students within the social studies department
showed that 6 per cent had received A's; 29 per cent, 13's; 35 per cent, C's;
21 per cent, D's; and 5 per cent, F's.

The learning experiences discussed in this paper arose out of a local
incident. In the fall of 1962, the Raytheon Nlanut'acturing Company, an
electronics firm employing approximately 36,(X)0 workers, experienced the
loss of several governmental contracts, thereby causing a general reduction
of employees. As a resulc, the lifemotif of many of the students of Newton
High School was disruptAl by a sharp decline in parental income. For
youngsters reared in a atmosphere of affluence, such an event was
catastrophic. Class questions were raised as to reasons for this situation.
From a pedagogical standpoint, the "feltneed" for sonic rational explanation
was readily apparent, and the class was motivated to find answers, if possible,
for the questions raised.

Few of the learners realized, however, that here was a problem with
distinct geographic overtones. The students, like many other groups, were
confronted with a problem, the geography, economics, and politics of which
(h indled in significance before the problem itself. Since the business of the

15
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lass w,is to learn 1.teiigraohic principles ,tnd concepts, the geographic th
nsions of the pruble41 rel'ei\ed center stage. The instructor made it aptiot, tt, refer to other ,tspects of the issue whenever it seemed

appropriate.
After the problem had been defined with clarity, the students in-

dilated their desire to 1.11\111 \\ by particular industries locate in or migrate
from specifiL Itications; why California firms could affect Massachusetts
pa rolls. and why some locations seem to attract particular kinds of in-
dustries ha ins; like problems. .11ter introductory remarks by the teacher
and class discussions based on readings in several economic geography tcxt
books, the students listed the generally ,teeepted criteria for industrial ken.
non rreellee u natural resources, markets, and power. In addition, they
noted that some industries appear to he "foinloo.e." Other criteria, including
political stabiliR, a developed circulatory system, availability of skilled labor
and imestment capital, and general cultural advantages of one site over
another were ruled secondar to the problem, and thus omitted from the
invest igations.

The Study of Resource-Oriented Industries
I t, ,ttikk the relations ttf natural resources to plant location, the paper

and pulp industr, the fro/en concentrated juice industry, and the fishing
industi were selected. rile "case study" approach was used in all instances.
It, stud% mg the fishing industry, field work in the lloston.Gloucester area
by a class committee proved to have a high educational value to both
student., and teacher. Following an initial investigation, the shellfish aspect
of the fishing industry began to intrigue the field workers to a marked de-
gree. .\s a result. fishermen \\ere interviewed; the executive officers of

limard jobnyin'st majiir L'I' of fish, were consulted; and an executive
of a ledt1111\4 fish parking (;)rtull's, was contacted. The class also
rc`"cd cuPY ui a study sent to the then Governor of the Commonwealth,
(;iiernor Volpe. including coimmendanons for improving Nlassachusetts
h,henvs. .1,t, the class expanded its study to include the fresh waters of
the Charles River, the teacher \\as contacted by a member of the Massa
chusetts .ttate Legislature who wished to duplicate the class room method

using 'Ft ertiL411 aerial photographs to reconstruct the Charles River
Rusin for an indoor "field trip." The state legislator was also concerned
v% oh itiisht,re fishing and river pollution.

It was during this aeti\ ity that the class became aware of the many
fit et, entei Mg the matrix of the problem. Pollution of clam flats and lobster
hedsippliiations of the Pure Food and 1)rug Act, impact of Canadian
imports, unionism, urban sewage disposal practices, and conservation or-
gam/anon, were found to he elements in the distribution of commercial
fisheries. .1he opportunity for exciting digression was always present. For
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eX.1111111e. 111 the ( doll% o'Nter ease, the question was raised as to %% h1 Italian
tit slcndant, tended to gn till one day fishing runs whereas Portuguese
descendants tended to $4I) till 11)111 d,R, mu, ,,hateser
hut .1111e of the )Id 1 ail Kee" 11%11(1111,111 sit dominant during the nineteenth
,enturt I he field workers required an entire class ht,ur to report findings
and to gie a limited demonstration III equipment related to this remittal'
ooented industr%. I he findings 11 hich follow indicate the many geographic
avenues the class pursued during the in' estigative prowess,

I. Changes in dietary habits is a part of the changing American
culture, I his 1,1 11 as established h1 askink; students and their parents, "I )ill
%mt. when ou were loins;. take tad filer nil in %nut. ()range hike
(ALI% mornings;?" rhe affirmatite respunse of the parents, speaking from
their thlldhootl eNperielll es, and the negatbe response of the students
s.z.ne oidence t,F a t 11.111$2,0 in dietar% habits. The results '1 ere inverse
when fried t lams. nom in short sappy, were placed in the paradigm.

Tlw feeding areas of fish are changing. k. .cenrding t() several ()I' those
o. unstilted during the stud\ , the temperature of the North \a.ant.c appears
to, be getting warmer. Hie fish, therefore, are migrating farther north to
maintain the same temperature and feeding habits. This means that a

\ew I 110.1 lid f IN11.11114 eSSel must range farther from home port in order
not to return a "hroker," that is. a vessel hose catch dues nut meet expenses.

3. l'he technology of fishing is changing. New ways of catching fish
11ith larger nets mean that there IllaV he fewer fish in the future to catch.
One "old salt" reported that thirty years ago) it was difficult to see the
shallow bottom of the ( ;rand Banks because the fish were so plentiful.
Nom fishermen nut only see the bottom. they can also See the few fish
that remain there tot feed. \h dery dragging nets scoop up seaweed and
other plant life along with the fish!

t. Foreign fishing fleets are changing in composition. 13eeause the
belimg to all nations to share alike, several nations have fished the

North \tlantic for centuries. Recently the appearance of Soviet fishing
vessels in int reasing, numbers has been reflected in smaller American catches
and in an int roast in the number of "brokers." Since monetary profit is not

.11ret t fit tor in th- klut iet governmental m)tive, their vessels fish in
concentrated numbers and billow a checkerboard pattern. This pattern is

elfit lent in t 'Can hat out An aea, but it cannut he utilised by profit-seeking
ishermn.

I he use n the word "changing" in these findings was seiied upon
k the teat her in order to introduce the dynamic character of industrial
geogoplw. \lthough nut related to the principles of resuurce oriented in
dustries. the class 1) quit k to, note that the ennui) textile ;fldustry is a

1,1sNIL example of a migiating industry. They had heard about impact
oil this migration un the local economy of mull industrial too ns as Lowell,
I no rent e, and others in the lerrinac Valley. It so) happened that a series
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of tele% ision debates between two candidates fur the United States Senate
spotlighted this very topic at the time it kk as king discussed by the class.

I.() map the migration of the cotton textile industry, data on spindles
in operation were obtained from several volumes of the Statistical Abstract
of the United States. It may be noted that slower learners were helped to
visualise this migration by constructing a chronological series of dot maps
or bar graphs. When secured by staples these maps could he flipped rapidly
with the fingers and gave a motion picture effect of the movement of
spindles in operation from the New England states to the Southern Pied-
mont. The more advanced students studied other aspects of the migration
of the cotton textile industry.

The Study of Market and Power Oriented Industries
In addition to studying industries which were resource-oriented, such

ill the paper and pulp industry, the frozen concentrated juice industry
and the fishing industry, the class studied an industry which was market-
oriented and one that was juwer-oriented. For a market oriented industry,
the class selected for study the location of a Coca Cola Bottling plant. Such
plants sire generally small in size, and have limited market areas. Thus they
tend to he located quite near their customers.

The power principle was examined by studying the aluminum in
dustry. In this instance, readings and brief lectures were relied upon.
although aspects of the historic location of early New England textile
mills at small waterfalls were introduced to tie this principle to the dynamic
role of man's changing technology. The old Lowell mill, built at a falls on
the ('bark's River in Waltham, Massachusetts, is only a few miles from
the high school. Using this mill as an example, the power principle and the
dynamic nature of our culture were related.

The concept of "footloose" industries developed rapidly out of the fore-
going studies. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts was defined by the
students as a political unit within an industrial region of such plants. The
( Ise of the now defunct Waltham Watch Company was used to focus
student attention on problems related to fixtloose industries. Another, and
extremely interesting reason for selecting the Waltham Watch Company,
was the fact that the present Raytheon Manufacturing Company, the in-
dustry which motivated the study of industrial location in the first place,
now occupies the site formerly occupied by the Waltham Watch Company.
The class was quick to recognize this fact as an example of industrial
sequent occupance.

At this point, a chalkboard chart was constructed by the teacher to
show the "geographer's way" of developing locative principles. The chart
was predicated on cost-distance-perton.mile of inputs of raw materials and
outputs of finished products. The chart aided in summarizing locative
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principles in term.: of the "value added" concept. It appeared to be helpful
for reflecting on understandings developed during the actual case studies.

Although the chart completed the formal classwork on the problem
industrial Ii)catim and change, later units of study, both topical and

regional, afforded opportunities to evaluate the student's ability to apply the
principles learned to new situations. It was gratifying to note that many
students did refer to them during the remainder of the course, and in
several instances used them in their oral and written work.

As a concluding note, however, it should be stated that not all the
class mastered all the concepts and principles. Courses have a way of ending
before they are really through. Nonetheless, the learning experiences did
provide new insights into industrial location and changes in the location
and distribution of industrial plants.



Paper No. 3

An Approach to the Teaching of
Generalization Relative to Map Scale

Herbert II. Friedman

The concept of scale is an intrinsic part of all geographic considerations.
It is first encountered by a student as a mathematical expression, a distance
ratio. Later, it is presented as a modifier, a cartographic tool of generalization.
It is this latter conceptualization of scale with which the classroom exper-
iences discussed in this paper are concerned.

The conception of scale as an instrument whereby successive levels of
descriptive generalization can be reached is central to the understanding of
all cartographic presentation. knee, the degree of generalization possible
about a section of reality should he seen by the student as a function of the
map scale. In this sense, the map scale both defines an order of magnitude,
in terms of area, and an order of generalization terms of the phenomena
under study.

In his Perspective on the . attire of Geo.graphy (p. 126), Hartshorne
refers to the concept of generalization in the descriptive sense "in which
it is necessary to generalize in textual, or cartographic presentation, by describ-
ing characteristics true of the greater part of an area regardless of variations
or small exccptions." The experiment on the teaching of generalization
relative to map scale, as here reported, was part of a larger unit developed
during the academic year 1962-63. This unit was entitled, "Man's Changing
View of the Earth as Seen Through Maps." A brief description of this unit
is appropriate here to establish the background for the more specific learn-
ing experience.

The unit of work, during which the concept of scale as a cartographic
tool of generalization was developed, was designed to introduce the student
to the world of maps, their creation and use. The philosophy which the
unit sought to transmit was that a map is, beyond its value as a geographer's
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tool. a minor of r( Ii It". ahout the earth .is man pel(1.(i%l'N it to he ,It tint'
Innt in hist1.1 \ 111.11 .1 Mal) Is .11111111.1ild \ idled \\ ith 111,111%., ktniping

and po(1.Ii.,s ref Irk nni.; till. mu( 111(11R:how hiNtory, and, finalk , that
1 inap is a (I\ !Lull:. do:1,z \\ hi, It IN hut I. del \ in St 1111(' but Changing

iler.rt-, ti 111.111 his. I x,Inirly, \\ nrld !nap of du.. %ea
2..-1611 Ina( ((mt.( I(.11(n. 111.:1111id ,ls the 1 111 O !naps of the

.11( 11 t. 111( :111.,11.11\ 111.111.

ill f I( 'It (( (.surd upon to "el O ,Is the hatithIlaiden
..t L.A.,.:!.1,,,h\ I he unit I', t,ith stud\ ut the origins o1 mall titakin.g,
\\ herein the ept -I .1 111.111 ,Is .1 quantitati\ aml twalitati\e instrtmlent
for re,Hiding (.11th te.utile, \\ tlk.\ elopeLl. 1 \\ orking definition evolved

ot .1 i..11111.11.11 sIlitI\ .111L lent klescriptive allli aLlastal maps. This
11 okL.(1111( pt. \ d the lotimlatt"it foi historieal approach to the study

thi.,tigh the ages. .1 time line, iepresenting sonle t\\ent\
sc\ en ,entto les. sci \ ed as the histotical backdrop upon \\ Ilich the Itistor
of mai, making \\ t((.1. inp(t.int cartoktraphic concepts and skills

h ph, 11, it th measulement, projcition, nlap scale, scale arca
rel itiHnships. li)nr(linato sstenis came into focus as the time line
\\ as klra \\ it. ht. tea( hing 'if gencrali/ation relati\ c to 111,11) scale follolvecl this

tion \\ I. taLeL.(led b\ MI topographic map and
aerial pllotographik. intepretation.

Flit. experiment on the teaching of generalisation relative to tnap Scale
11c14.111 tt 11.11 student. 111 the ninth grade geography class \\ ere presented
\\ ith a Net of eight maps of the k it\ if 11,11tiniore, ranging in scale fronl
I 24,t Hi din (th..tli 1 4(1.1 11 iptit ,(IttILILI ((ere ii.kc(1 to become familiar %vith
as 111,111 qualitame and qua! titati, details as possible on all eight rnaps.
I \\ \ s\ nth, Is, tefleiling signif leant areal characteristics, \\ ere selected
h\ the (lass I iHni the maps unties stml\ These included, among others,
primal And sewinlar ro,R1,. (locks. airports, L.ountv botmclary lines, con.
tour 1111..s. and II% tnitlines..1 chart \\ as Lonstructed Figure 7) \\hicll re-
quired stmlents to plate all isihle \ ntbols beside each of the eight scale
r(feremes the l it \ 1/.11(iill(ire in d e()Itinln headed "identifiable." SYnl-
111,15 11..1 t !SIN(' .it e.1,11 the right seide Tel'erences ((ere to he placed in
I uhitnit headed "tmidentif i,C)le." It \\ as sIreNNC(1 that all t \verity pre
self( led s\ to he a( owned for a, either iclentiial)le or tmiclentiri-
aldc 1,.r the eight Si.)!, ref cienecs anti [vouch:LI in the appropriate
((Junin, \s the map s( ale \\ ,Is further reLlticed from I: 24,00() tIlrough the
struts I (f eli ht shill teferent es to I .40,n0(),HuM, and their s\ nthols recorded,
It be, ante appait 111 that impoi tam ha rates I wet' rrecl in the representation
of the ph( NI( .II. kit (I)( and sot jct.]] I ((attires of the at-a under study. \\rink!
111((st le.ittn( (old 14 deflit led it I 2-1,H(g) mil( the city outline \\ as; listed
.1 ntikald, .JIiiderahle number of them dropper! out \\ ith each
re(111( -t AIL. It t( "lis(.1(( d that an important break (4.1.urre(I sonic

111,185 dr.t\\ n to the st.alt. of I.62.,i(g) .md I:2:(),(1(10. \tithols
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BALI IMORE
AND ADJACENT

AREAS
IDENTIFIABLE

SYMBOLS
UNIDENTIFIABLE

SYMBOLS

R.F.

1:24,000

R.F.

1:31,680

R.F. (1904)
1:62,500

o-

R.F. (1944)
1:62,500

R.F.

1:250,000

R.F.

1:1,000,000

R.F.
1:5,000,000

R.F.

1:40,000,000

Figure 7. Chart used in listing symbols found on each of the eight
maps of Baltimore drawn to different scales.

for schools, buildings. gas and oil depots, cemeteries, and single track rail-
roads moved from the identifiable column at 1:62,500 over to the unidentifi-
able column at (:250,000. At the smallest wale, 1:40,000,000, all symbols
moved into the unidentifiable column except the point symbol for the city
of Baltimore. At the conclusion of the exercise, an inversely proportional
pattern of symbolization was apparent between the two columns. The
concentration of symbols had shifted from the identifiable column at the
largest scale to the unidentifiable column at the smallest scale. [he exercise
isibly demonstrated that a change in map wale resulted in a change of
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symbodization which in turn altered the descriptive capacity of the map
under study. The student's ability to generalize from maps, that is, to
describe salient areal characteristics true of the greater part of an area
under study, was clearly seen as a function of map scale. The inverse re-
lationship of large scalesmall area and small scalelarge area was addi-
tionally reinforced in this exercise.

Two of the set of eight maps of the city of Baltimore were on the
same scale: 1:62,5(X). However, they were made 40 years apart, 1904 and
1944 respectively. This set of two maps provided an excellent opportunity
to compare and record significant differences over a 40 year span of time.
Differences in city outlines, harbor facilities, central business districts, and
suburban areas were immediately apparent. On closer study, students noted
the expansion of the highway system, the increase in the number of rail-
roads, the addition of an airport, and the enormous growth of the city's
core region over the 40 year period. The elements of time and change were
added to the concept of generalization relative to map scale.

Conclusions
nw conceptual construct employed in this exercise attempted to ex.

pand the concept of scale beyond its immediate reference to comparable
earth-map distances. It sought to help students view scale as the agent of
geographic generalization. Since all problems in geography have a built-in
scale factor which modifies a kind and order of descriptive generalization,
the importance of understanding this conceptual construct becomes ap-
parent. Each scale reference to the city of Baltimore had a corresponding
reference to a certain level of descriptive generalization as indicated by
the number of symbols recorded in the identifiable and unidentifiable
columns. Movement up and dow n the scale afforded the student a view
of a changing order of generalization.

The opportunity to put this learning to a practical test came later in
the year in a unit dealing w ith the regional study of Southeast Asia. At
the choregraphic or regional scale, our reference to reality was on a broad
order of generalization involving such element complexes as landform types,
elevation, climatic types, and population density. At the topographic or
local scale, the kind of generalization increased in complexity and involved
element complexes related to such elements as slope, drainage, transportation,
crop acreage. and farm and urban communities. At this point, it was
observed that students were able to more with greater facility from
chorographic to topographic scales and back with a correct reference to
appropriate le%els of generalization. Geographic horizons were considerably
expanded as students began to consider and evaluate areal differences
on the broad con-inuum from the planetary, or world scale, to the topo-
graphic, or local, scale in their inyostigations.



Paper No. 4

A Teaching Unit in

Physical Geography

Fru( lyric Bittur

I he Lit% %111,Hd Stelll of Baltimore, Mark land, offers a rather extensiveprogram in geograph it both the junior and senior high school levels of
instruction. I'he I ligh School Ceograph Project pro\ ed to he an important
enriching and experimental adjunct, therefore, to an on going program ()I'
content imprmement and re% ision. In addition to providing a fund ofgeographic know ledge and a hetter understanding of geographic methodsof inquiry. the experimental program gne senior high school students deeperinsights into the kinds of contributions which a sound program in geo-
graphit education can make. The course k as oriented topically in order to
tin icicle students with a \S ide range of experiences necessary for the ae-itimplishment of this goal. Links were designed to integrate skills, -it-titudes, and understandings so that those enrolled in the course could work
rt prt,gressnelv higher le\ els of complexity and geographic sophisticationeach unit of vk urk c\ as introduced.>duce&

General Characteristics of the Course
!he tourse %%as conquised (.1 unit. of c. ork. (he first four dealt

\\ith basic geographic kilt A Iccigt% i.e., those aspects of the physical worldnecessark for an understanding of the economic and cultural patterns studied(luring the List three units. he first of the four introductory units dealt withthe nature and scope of geography. Various definitions of geography wereompared and contrasted, a brief historical sketch of the development ofgeographic Right was introduced, and students kvere led to examine themanner in %%111(.11 geographers mike problems and study areas. The pur-
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pose of placing this material at the beginning of the course was to acquaint
students with the kinds of phenomena they were going ID study, and inure
important, how the% %%ere going to study them. Emphasis was placed on
the geographic metht KIS 14 inquiry. Geographic terms %%ere introduced and
related to important concepts, thereby providing a foundation fur the elabora-
tion of these concepts in later units.

I he SeCulld Unit. focussed on the use of maps. was designed to develop
proficienc% in map reading and map interpretation. It included a review of
latitude and longitude. an introduction to projections, a simple analysis
of air photost stud of topographic maps, and instruction on field mapping
and map making. Since emphasis was to he placed on the use of maps in
succeeding unit., it was thought essential that students develop map reading
and map making skills at the beginning of the course.

A Unit on Climate
I allow the unit on map understandings and the development of

map-reading skills, student were exposed to an analysis of the physical ele
ments in%01%ed in geographic studies. Unit three dealt w ith weather and
(Innate. The basic objectne of this unit was to help students better under
stand 1 earth sun relationships. 2' the elements and controls of weather
and climate. 4 the characteristics and areal distribution of climatic types
on a world scale, ind 4 associations existing between and within cli-
matic t% pus. In the second part of the unit. emphasis was placed on weather
processes in order to establish necessary insights into the cause of weather
and climatic differences. The relations of weather and climate to human
acti% ities and to other natural conditions were also investigated. The tuxes-
.11% for iheluding material of this nature was reinforced in Project seminars.
Pitfall in geographic reasoning often result from the overemphasis of
ph%siL elements, as well as the perpetuation of notions of cause and
effect relationships between human and natural elements of the landscape.
I., further the doelopment of the desired "indeterministic" attitude, time
as taken at the start of the Unit for class reports and discussion of articles

l% 111(1 presented %arious %It.'ti cif the role of climate as related to the ac.
ti' ities .4. wan. 1 his class acti% it% proved to he a highlight of the unit from
the standpoint of student participation and interest. In addition, it pre-
sented an excellent opportunity for the exorcism of residual deterministic
attitude. of mind.

Succeeding lessons dealt w ith a general review of earth motions, causes
of seasons. and Lharactenstics of the atmosphere. Despite the fact that causes

sa.onal temperature change. had been covered in cletail in a required
eighth grade geograph% course, it as found that very few students actually
understood them. I t mat he pointed out that much of the difficulty associated
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ith learnine these causal relationships often arises out of the exclusive
use of two-dimvnsional diagrams showing the orientation of the earth and
sun, particularly' at the time of the equinox. A device which admirably
cape's with this problem is a commercially produced, moveable, three
dimensional model of the earth and sun. This planetarium consists of a
sphere representing the sun, mounted on a stand with a moveable arm
supporting a,n inclined globe. When the arm is moved, the globe revolves
around the sun, and at the same time a system of chains and gears rotates
the globe maintaining the parallelism of the axis. By moving the globe
to desired positions in relation to the sun, important variations in surface
orientation can Ix' demonstrated. The combination of this device and a
chalkboard diagram helps students better understand the cause's of seasons
with greater ease ,-"see Figure 8.).

Succeeding lessons dealt ee ith those aspects of the elements of weather
considered basic to an understanding of !..limatic variations from place to
place. Though each element was studied separately. relationships existing
between elements and world patterns were emphasized. In the section on
temperature. the following topics we're considered: difference's in latitudinal
heat potential. horizontal and vertical distribution of temperature, adiabatic
heating and cooling, causes and effects of the differential rate of heating
and cooling of land and water. and primary methods of heating and cooling
the atmosphere.

In the section dealing with pressure and wind, generalized world "models"
were introduced early in the discussion to insure understanding of world
weather patterns as well as weather processes. These "models" were used
as a basis for a discussion of modifying agents in succeeding lessons. Such
an approach proved effective in making the study of maps showing January
and July temperature and rainfall differences more meaningful. While
criticism has been leveled at the use of these "models" of pressure and wind,
it is felt that they :wile as a valuable tool in the classroom. They do not
create erroneous impressions in the minds of the students so long as ade-
quate treatment is given to I T- their highly generalized and stylized nature,

2 the modifications which are needed to reproduce realistic patterns, and
the amount of uncertainty presently existing concerning the real nature

of circulation patterns. In addition to becoming acquainted with world pat-
terns, per se, students were held responsible for a knowledge of these and
other diagrams used in explaining various climatic phenomena.

Ibune assignments were concentrated on the development of broad
patterns. They were closely keyed to textual materials and class discussions.
kaluation methods relied heavily on "pop'' quizzes of more factual inform&
non. .1he major test at the end of the section on climatic elements was an
essay type test aimed at measuring the degree to which students under-
stood how the several climatic elements we're' related, and the level of their
understanding of major generalisations.
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rte

Figure 8. Two students use the planetarium to explain the seasons.

..

Figure 9. Charts were used to explain the mechanics of applying the
Koeppen classification.

111166....

Figure 10. The hypothetical and actual distributions of world climates
are compared on classroom-sized charts.
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It was in the stud\ of climatic controls,which followed the section on
climatic elements, that amalgamation of factual knowledge into working
generalizations w as achieved. Fhe controls were listed and discussed in
detail in terms of component elements. Their relationship to world climatic
patterns was demonstrated by use of a large diagram showing the distri-
bution of climatic types on a hypothetical continent. Working from the
background of the elements studied, and relying on retention of at least
some of their previous contact with climate in the eighth grade, students
were led through a deductive analysis of the pattern of climates as shown
on a hypothetical continent :,.see Figure (P.

Once the hypothetical distribution was uthlerstood students were exposed
to the actual patterns as shown on the 111;11) based on the Kueppen classifica-
tion of climate. .1 comparison of the hypothetical and the actual climatic
distributions led to questions concerning the meaning of letter symbols and
the basis of the classification.

The background and basis of the Koeppen classification were presented
and discussed in terms of the use of this classification. Mention was made
of other classifications, but time was not taken to examine them in detail.
Once the rationale of the Koeppen system was explained, copies of the
classification were distributed al d the mechanics of its application discussed.
Classro(ill site charts with unyerature and precipitation data were prepared
for stations representative of humid climates ;Figure .10\ The classification
of each station and the steps followed in making the classification were
shown on the cl'irts. Using these and duplicated data for other stations,
students were taught to use the classification system for the humid climates.
Consideration of dry climates was postponed until a fair degree of corn
petence in dealing with the A. C. 1), and F. climates had been achieved.
For the majority of the students it took several class periods to reach this
level. tIthough some students were able to grasp the mechanics of the classifi-
cation system with remarkable sped.

lassiking stations haing dry climates proved to he more difficult,
HIRT factors seemed to cause most of the difficulty: improper selection
of the correct formula for the rainfall regime: misunderstanding of the
numerit al glues accred at for the boundaries between humid and dry,
and semi arid and arid: and simple errors in arithmetic. The following
steps brttag,ht the majorit of student- to a point of efficiency in handling
the entire sstem of classification:
1. Sheets describing the use of the formulae with examples of several

stations.
2. I limn assIg11111CIIts using the classifieatiiin sxstein.
3. Classw (irk ith the system.

It is fink fair to note here that for the slower students in the class, the
s%stem remained almost a complete mystery. Although they were able tounderstand Its purpose. the mechanics lay outside the limits of their abilitx.
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I. 11011/ant \\ as taken of the 111111tatloils and ths.R11.111tages of using
the t lassifit anon out of context \\ ith stif)ject material. In aide' to make tilt
s, stein meaningful to the stutients. it \\ as and Used ,ts ti 11)1

designed to assist in untlerstantling the \\ odd pattero of t hmates. I 1111111,1Si

\\ is 111,1. Oil% dc ,
lialitIlint; data And tlllll,lllt t lest rip

tini .ind .yr making comparisons itliin anLI 1)et cell clilll,itit t pes.
`'Ntlitltits \ \ nut requiret1 ty cimunit the classification s% stem \

I he \ evie permitted, instead, to use tiescripti\ e sheets \\ helleVer theV \\ ere
tl,lslf \II1g tlllllatic data. S(Aeral stations \\Lre used to introduce each
the climatic t\Ices studied. I hese \\ ere supplementeti \\ ith cilium!t graph

repie,entati\ e station. It \\ as found that the combination of these t\ \t,
de\ Res ser\ et1 atlequate!\ Itt introtItice each of the climates stutlietlttid
li in the mintls of the students ke\ characteristics of each tape. In Aid'
tion to the rainfall and temperature regillies, students \\ ere held 1,-pynsilde
lyr the maior features of tither either IS, controls, and meal pat
tern,. General associations of soil I\ pCS, Vegetation, and ht1111,111 at ti
is related ty ,ivIt of the climatic pes \\ ere also stuiliet1 I he introitani
Lk tors of each climate \\ ere listed on charts developed kith\ ititiall 1,\ the
students as the study i)rogresseil.

I he Unit test \WS objectie in nature and meastiret1 specifit as \\ t II a,
general kno\\ ledge of \\ mid climatic p.lttertlh. 1 hi' results \\ ere 1,1\ oralde
and suhstantiated the impression that a high ILA el of comprehension \\ as
a1/4.-Ilioed in all phases of the unit,

Conclusions
I he students in the experimental program \\ ere generall\ .1\ erage Ili

abilth mean I.Q. t f both classes \\ as 99.7 although both slo and bright
students \\ ere in\ ()heti the I.Q. scores ranged from 82 to 122 Much of
the material presented and many of the understanding developed \\era' abok e
the loci generally expected of average high school geugrapht students. 13c
k MM. of this high level of attainment, and as a result of the enthusiasm

ident ed b\ the students, it is believed that results indicate the feasibility
of a general and rather substantial upgrading of high school geograph\ courses.



Paper No. 5

A Regional Approach to the Study
of Secondary School Geography

Peter Grec

Each autumn, secondary school geography teachers inherit groups of
youngsters who have had little prior experience with geography. Their in-
terests in the social studies have been very much influenced by history;
their method of inquiry and first written presentations attend specifici, to
chronology. One event begets another. Time unfolds incessantly anu per
haps quite clearly but like a vagrant, without a certain place of habitation.
To be sure, the student properly informs his reader of the places in which
events occur. Ile might even catalog, seriatim, as an unrelated introduction
to his paper, the place characteristics which serve as the setting for the
historical play. Seldom, however, does he mention and demonstrate how the
elements of place are related to the historical occurrence and interrelated
among themselves.

The facts that such an accumulation of uncoordinated facts has been
referred to as "trash can geography" has no more caused its demise than
have insistent pleas for unity in the social studies removed the harriers
between its member disciplines. If the contents of a trash can cannot be
presumed to he related simply because they share the confines of the
same container, secondary school geography cannot merely assort descriptive
facts into neat national boxes into which one dumps sundry details upon
exposure. Unless relationships are shown, the course cannot he really
geographic. Furthermore, as Isaiah Bowman once suggested, disciplines and
departments are only academic conveniences. All social sciences attempt
to assess the mainsprings of behavior of man and society, and since men
.01d societies exist in time and are also vitally linked to the elements of
place, history, geography, and the other social sciences not only have the
right but also the obligation to trespass into each other's baliwick. Unless
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relationships with other social studies are shown, a course in geography
cannot full play its part in the goneral, non elective, high school curriculum.

In order to organize geographic facts, or things that tell us something
about place, either a topical or regional emphasis might he Followed. In the
first instance, primary attention is given to a certain phenomenon, its distri-
bution around the world, and the relationships between this distribution
and the areal patterns of other phenomena. In the case of regional geography,
on the other hand, the emphasis is less on a phenomenon and more on a
specific area. The focus is on the localized associations of phenomena which
make that area distinctive, or a "region."

For the purpose of experimentation within the I ligh School Geography
Project it seemed reasonable to develop a course focused on the world of
nations, which are at the outset vaguely familiar to secondary school students.
.1ccordinglv, to serve the goal of assessing the mainsprings of social be-
havior and to develop "world-mindedness." a regionally-oriented course
rather than a topically-organized course was developed.

The regional framework selected was that of culture areas.' For each
region the class examined how people occupied the land, what physical or
cultural characteristics distinguished that area from other areas, and how
these localized associations of phenomena might be explained. \Ve analyzed
national and subnational areas for elements which, when synthesized,
furnished us with the area's personality or what Redfield called "a per
sisting integration of dispositions to behave," the way of life of a people.
This integration was comprehensive and useful, providing students with
practical understandings of societies and their public policies. To that end,
the delineation of th'' character of a place drew upon any related s'abject
in physical and social science to the extent the students and teacher were
capable.

To illustrate how this was accomplished, let its inquire into a portion of
the performance of one student to whom was assigned the task of (1) analyz-

'Roy Prie It.d.), New %iett points in the Serial Seivner.s,Issi.nt-cightli Yearbook
of the National Council for the Social Studies (NVashington: The Council, 1958),
chap. ht.

Preston James .Vete len- points in (vogninhy, 1\vent-ninth Yearbook of
the National (:ouncil for the Social Studies tVashington: The Council, 1959),
chaps. i. ii. x.

American il of Learned Societies and the National Council for the Social
Studies. Th Sru irtl StfiClit'S and flu' Social Sienecs. (New York: Harcourt. Brace
and 19(i2i. pp. .12-87.

less NVheeler. .1. Trenton Kasthade, and Richard Thonian. Regional (;cographt,
of tho World: An Introductory Surrey (Second Edition: New York: Holt, Rinehart
and NVinston. Inc., 1S)fil t.

Rhoads Murphey, An Introduction to Geography ((:hicave: Rand NIeNall and
Co.. 1961 I.

Preston James and Nelda 1)ims. The \Vide It'orld: A (;eograiiiiii (Second Edi-
tion. New lark: The Macmillan (:o., 19(i2).

Ch de Kohn and 1)orotli I)rummond. The l'orld Torlaq: Its Pancras. and Cul-
turs- !Co York. Nli-Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc.. 19(i3).
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1114.; the (It 911111 of the I tumid Pampa as a great footlproducing area,
.1'1111,11 Mt; It!, It/Call/C(1 ass(11:latilfilti itil those (11 the AlllliC1111

kLNt. In this 11.111er, 1.11r reasons of brevity, that portion of student
'1).11111x 'II thy %,,Iiiparisons is omitted. This does not mean that comparison

in,m,piotant II) tuitional studies. If, hovtes-er, the distinctive stamp of ai %ealed thiough a number of meaningful interrelationships,
.II1(1 ti 1 It het Cell it and Other comparable places can be at:

d !caddy enough.
I hiling the era iit' Spanish cuiuniiatiun in South .1meria. the level

1 1111111,1 Pampa of .\ri.:entina %%as for a lung time tributary to the Andean
highlands In the latter area, precious ores kk ert.' exploited by large local
Indian populations. Beef cattle and sure footed mules there bred on the tall

isslaod tountr% south of the Rio tie la Plata to meet the needs of high.
land ..ommunitis tor food and beasts of burden. As time passed, the
spanish longhorn. as a result of the moderate climate and rich pastures,
lilt ryased in number.

\ lans% hilc. in 1 tirope, the people of Britain made the fateful decision
to hrtoine .111 island of Factories and began to look for overseas food pro
111k. k r, III lee(' the no\ industrial ssorkforce. '1 he Spanish longhorns svere
i.:undtd 1111 on the huge eS!(///eia% . \rgentina and their chilled flesh %%as
slupped to Britain oil nett is invented refrigerator vessels ..187 The quality
,.1 the heel. ItiRxeker, t as inferior to British standards and, onsequeadV,

chore began a nrugrant of careful stock building %%kit im
ported pedigiccd animals.

ed stock required improsed pasture gl'ilNheN. in the deep, X\ CH
.11'.1111eti, el kti tit turyti, and rich alluvial and loessial soils of the Humid
Pimp.,. long rooted, nutritious alfalfa can he gross! %%ith relative ease.
I los% tould the tall !Lne bunch grass and the thick sodded l'uropean

ieplattd 1 Ile eqmiciero had only Ole desire to enjoy the luxury
!Lids ht his mans thousands of acres. lVhile he relied upon his
111111 and hard% gauchos to manage his herds, dien too ,honed disdain fur

unmet
r historical phenomenon pros ided the solution to this problem.

\\ lit 11 s..11111(111 I 1111,pe began to lliSV,OrLte hundreds of thousand. of land.
1110- .\rgentina ttas one of the destinations in the

!not, i lit I ,pct tall% in the 1880's, the cstanciern u as able to mail hint-
11 4 murk p.u. share( nippers tt ho, 11% breaking the ground. planting %%heat,

ili.1 1'1.'1111,111Q I, It .1 the land Willer alfalfa after a short tenant's. gradual
% .111po t, tl dic pasture. I he alfalfa crop, harvested and fed to the improved

.t, the Ihe,t, f,i great prosperits. 1k the 1880's, British capital.
\R:entina. 1111 rise of industries related to the pastoral

1,111 .111(1 .11s,, funded essential comuntic a erhcad such as railroad
11'., iii in .111 .Ire,! %t here road building materials store nut available

IL, p soil and %%here the terrain stas quite flat, railroad construe
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dun became very significant. Beginning in 1857, railroads more effectively
tied the Ilumid Pampa to its overseas markets and contributed to the rise
of Buenos Aires as a primary shipping center in the wester hemisphere. A
whole variety of physical and cultural factors, unfolding consecutively or
concurrently thus made the Humid Pampa great. It is Argentina.

There are many implications in such a classroom exposition of what
constitutes the Argentine heartland. They might be specifically related to
the I tumid Pampa or Argentina or related more generally to world-wide
events. Whey may he physical, cultural, or physical-cultural. For example,
does the student understand how the Pampa soils came to he almost one
thousand feet deep in places, so pebble-free, so rich, so well-drained? Can
the student empathise ith the Argentine land baron who lives sumptuous-
ly 1% hilc he frustrates great numbers of land-hungry tenants from acquiring
land of their own? Can the student offer reasons for the support of the
dictator Penn by the urban industrial labor force?

l'he analysis of open ended questions couched in a culture area context
permits the student to he free wheeling in his investigation and allows him
to understand societies against a background of a great range of related
phenomena, not the least of shish are geographic. The pursuit of the
how s and whys of things, to the extent they can he known or surmised,
makes inquiry worthw hile and understanding real.



Paper No. 6

Changing Attitudes and the
High School Geography Project

William D. l'attiscm

On the basis of m tenure as director of the High School Geography
Project, 19i1-6, I k\ ish to make some general observations on relation-
ships between geographers, on the one hand, and high st...00l teachers and
students, on the other.

First, the professional geographer's attitude toward both the high school
teacher and student is now undergoing unmistakable change. Not sur-
prisingly, during the pa. lift% years or so of parallel growth on the part
of the high school and of p,-olessional geography, separateness has been the
rule. The Association of .1merican Geographers, with a journal aiming "to
stimulate scholarship and to prokide a medium for the exchange of findings,"
has hcen little concerned. for most of this period, with the needs of high
school instruction. But with the founding, a few years ago, of the Joint
Committee on Hucati,in of the .1ssociation of American Geographers and
the National Council for tieographiL 1-ducatif in, these professional organiza-
tions began to take cogni/ance o1 those needs, am; .n,ire recently, through
the I ligh School Geograplw Project, to deal in detail %t ith them. Of course,
such a committee and such a pray t t alw.!xs run the risk of isolation, since
the parent organi/ations, relie\ed of the responsibilities -assigned to them,
become free to turn their attention elscwlk re, but in the present instance
a strong "follow -through- has operated against this possibility. Specifically,
geograph in the high school has been made a regular subject of discussion
at annual AAG and NMI. meetings, project newsletters have gone Out
to all AAG and NCG1-. members. la% ins; a record of progress before them,
andit the annual meeting of the \AG in September, 1963, high school
teachers were placed on the program and accorded special listing in a cam-
paign for eNpanded membership. Party, at least, as a result of these
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nic.mirr,, the c4ci)s.;r.tpliN profession in general has begun to adopt a new
image of the pith school teacher as a crucial interpreter of the profession's
thought and work u. the .\merican society at large, including not only
dol loge hound %,.uth but also those ho will not go or to higher levels of
education.

In speaking of changes in the profession's attitude toward the high
School leart:er, I mint confine n% L'N idence to conferences and conversations

which l have been a parts, and through which various professional
geographers hae contributed to the Project during the past two years.
1t the beginning of the project's life, the prospective learner was seen

h% 111.111N of these professionals as a recipient, ,%ho was to learn largely by
watching detibmstrations. .\s time passed, and especially during the academ-
ic year 1111.2 hA, the learner came to be seen more and more as someone
acting rather than being acted upon. Finally, in the project's Response Paper

.\tivsaq, I %% a s able to report that training of the student to demon-
strate that he can "do the things that iteographcrii do" had won acceptance,
from scibstantiall% .111 geographers carrying responsibility for the project,
as the central oltieetive of the project's efforts. The high school student
thus emerged as a prospective producer, quite as much as a consumer--a
creaor ,f ieseart.h.p..pers, maps, regional delimitations and hypotheses.

Second, attitudes in the ru%erse direction, from high school teacher
and student to professional geographer, deserve comment. Although ideas
entertained ,shout get.graphy and geographers are not known to he altering
it in ao' apprei iable fraction of the nation's twenty or so thousand high

schools, I feel ionlident that the Project has greatly advanced the develop-
ment of a liartieular technique that tan promote future favorable change.
.1 his procedure is based ilium explicit reference, in formal instruction, to
"the geographer's ,IN as a model or Rix. of behavior believed to he accessible
to the yell taught high school student. In a newsletter released toward the
coil of the proleit's second sear these comments appeared:

In inducing pant 'patio', in "the geographer's wad ," most of the teachers
ha\ e tended to eel' pronaril on a liberal, varied, and frequent use of
maps. :leading tu! dcmunstrations of effective student thinking in terms
of location and spatial distribution.
I he teachers ha\ e been able to show that there are mans roads open
to the Lzvol;raplicr's ,goal of flexible, nun stercotped thinking about the
relatins hetuecn man in soiietx and his natural environment. In general.
the% ha\ e been able to guide their students toward an appreciatiim of
earth materials is re,uorce., and hence as variables dependent for their
..114niiiianie upon the "attitudes, objectives, and technical skills" of the
suLial ur..4.1m/ati,als putting them to use,

Ilse tax orahle rea,tion of experimenting project teachers to "the geogra-
pher's wax a, a ho.ad concept conditioning institution is reflected in each
of the pap( rs contributed lw teachers to the present volume,
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The most important consequence of this expressed concern with geugra-
pliers would appear tit have been a shift, first aiming the teachers and that
*tinting their students, frum a view of geography as subject matter to be
acquired tu a conception u geography as a field of inquiry and a manner
of knowing. Prumnting this shift in several cases was the direct classroom
use of current geographic literature, including articles front the Annuls if
the AAG and the Iournal of Geovarin of the NCGF.,

Third, and last, an ubservatinn is in (miff un the possibility that the
proceedings of the Project. during its first two years. will hate a lasting
effect on the self image cif American prufessinnal geography. I can say that
for mself, at least, a nett cisiun of the field has taken shape during this
time, resulting directly from the discharge of my duties as a broker, so to
speak, for ideas passing between gengraphers and teachers. In this view
four distinct but affiliated traditions are seen as binders that operate in
the minds of geographers, preventing disarray in their cullective efforts.
Adequate identification of these traditions promises tit expedite greatly the
task of strengthening the tie between professional and pedagogical geography,but more to the present point. it promises to have constructive effects within
the prulessinn itself. The traditions are:
1. 1 spatial tradition, the ke\ to which is mapping. I hutight, in thistradition, concern itself with positioning and layout on the surface id theearth. together 11 I th moVettlents front place thereon.

An area ,tunic' tradition, made familiar to many Americans during the
past twentt sears, in principle, hs interdisciplinary area studies programs.
kVithin geugrapk, the aim n area studies has lung been recognised as
that of character determination, the task, in this kind of nrganiiatinn of
knott ledge, being to establish and cummunicate the indit iduality of partsof the earth.
.1 wan /and tradition, in which the purpose of ink estivolt Ion is to ilium
illate the significance of habitat in human affairs and the rule of man-
in suciutt in L hanging the face of the earth.

4. :1;1 ecirth vience tradition, embracing study of the earth, the \1 aters of
the earth, the atmosphere surrounding the earth, and the association
between earth and sun. Frum this tradition springs what is, almost with
out a doubt, !unroll\ the most valuable concept in the entire geographic
heritage, that of the earth as a unity.

In general, geographers bate tended to rally to differing definitions al
their field, with divisive consequences, my single definition usually baying
allotted one of the abovelistud traditions to dominate over the (idlers or
even to exclude its fellows. If in the future .1mcrican geographers should
mote toward ALLA:wallee of the pluralism that is inherent in their field, the
Project 11111 prnhabh have a ,;trunv, claim to gratitude. Ihis may he said
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even gr.,nting that eventual acreptauce may not rest upon ratification of
the particular lour part legacy described above. Of the literally scores of
rcpresentatirtr gmgraphers who have come together to offer help to the
high school through the Project, many have gained conviction from their
experieoe that no single point of view ought to prevail, and that both
school and profession %Al best he served by a multiplicity of approaches.



Paper No. 7

Additional Challenges and
Responsibilities

Henry I. Warman

It k % a s m privilege and responsibility, during the academic year 1962-63,
to serve as field coordinator for the I ligh School Geography Project. In
this capacity, I worked directly with the ten experimenting and twenty
coordinating teachers, their administrative officers, and the thirty professional
geographers in nearby colleges or universities who had been selected to serve
as consultants. I was able to visit each classroom teacher at least twice, and
several as many as five times during the ten.month mind. On these visits,

4units of study were discussed and analyzed in ght suggestions put
forth in the tivisor1 Paper. .\t first, very littleinformation, if any, was
transmitted to each of the teachers concerning units of study developed by
others in the Project. This policy was adopted in order to give each par-
ticipant in the Project an opportunity to create a course on his own.
l.ater in the year, however, as new, different, and often quite exciting units
were developed by several of the teachers, a different policy was followed.
Thereafter, the more challenging ventures were shared with everyone in-
volved in the Project.

During the course of the !..ear, a number of questions were raised by
school administrators concerning the place of geography in the high school
curriculum. These questions, which I attempted to answer as they were
asked, merit the consideration of the Geography profession as a whole.
For the most part they pertain to the nature of Geography, to the kinds of
concepts and understandings that need to he developed at the high school
level. to the geographic method of inquiry, and to means of evaluating the
student's mastery of both concepts and methods of analyzing problems
geographically. Specifically, the ten questions asked repeatedly follow:
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1. Why is geography in itself important?
2. Why should geography he introduced into the program of studies at

the high school level?
3. If so important, why hasn't more been done about introducing geography

into the high school curriculum before now?
4. Why not research present endeavors to teach geography?

flow might experts in geography bridge or mend the split between
physical and cultural geography?

6. Should geographers %% rite textbooks in Physical Geography, Economic
Geography, Political Geograny, and Cultural Geography so that second-
ary school leaders can make a choice among them?

7. What do geographers think secondary school leaders need, or ought to
establish, as courses? Ilow long should a course he?

8. a. How and where can administrators find mat..rials and geographers
to assist them in determining scope, imtent, and placement of
geography courses?

b. Where can administrators find specialists and teachers who will
do the kind of job the geography profession wants done?

9. a. Where can administrators and teachers-in-service he schooled in the
new ideas developing in geography?

b. Do we not need specialists in geography education?
10. What might he the nature of a geography "Advanced Placement Test"

to he given to prospective and entering college freshmen?

In responding to these ten questions, I drew most liberally upon the
work of the Joint AAGNCGE Committee on Education, the Working
Group drawn from the geography profession, the Advisory Paper of the
High School Geography Project, and on my own experience and commit-
ments. While it would he presumptuous to think that the questions were
answered fully and adequately, some kind of a response was expected and
(.msequently made.

Question #1: Why is geography in itself important? In response to
this query, items such as the following were used to verify the importance
of the discipline: the human desire to know about other places and peoples;
the critical importance of a knowledge of geography to any nation in formu-
lating its domestic and foreign policies; the need for geographic under-
standings in planning community development and growth; and the con-
tributions w hich a knowledge of geography makes to planning one's own
future. The exact and relative location of peoples, places, and things, and
the significant interrelationships among phenomena, plus other factors in
regions of varying scale, are often topics of popular concern. The spatial
associations of physical and cultural phenomena, and their variations from
place to place call for careful study before they can he understood. The need
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for establishing areal associations, rather than for providing a mere collec-
tion of facts, was discussed at great length with a number of the school
administrators. The ramifications of these discussions are so vast that spacedoes not permit a full treatment of them in this chapter.

Question *2: Why should geography be introduced into the program
of studies at the high school level? When this question was raised, l gen-
erally responded to it by raising alternative questions. For example, I wouldask, "When a high school senior is awarded his graduation diploma whatdoes he know about those parts of the world where well over half the
w odd's people livethe Near East, the Far East, Southeast Asia, Africa
South of the Sahara?" if the answer was, "Very little," or "Nothing," then
the next question I would ask was, "I low can a student obtain such in-
formation w hen the standard high school courses in the social studies, orsocial sciences, arc Civics, American I Iistory, World I listory, and Problems
of Democracy?" Still another question related to this was, "If information
of this nature is to be obtained in World History classes, how much timewill he allocated to acquiring it?"

School administrators were quick to recognize that if the United States
is to become a world leader, American students will need to know more and
more about the nature of the world in which they are living, and, in
particular. more about the cultural geography of its inhabitants.

One of the experimental units developed during the course of the year
dealt \\ ith the "Un" problems of the worldthe uneducated, the undeveloped,
the under nourished, and the underdeveloped. Are these problems not
worthy of serious study by high school students, giving their geographic
aspects adequate attention?

Question #3: If so important, why hasn't more been done about
introducing geography in the high school curriculum before now?
Reference to the history of geography teaching at the high school ievel
was found helpful in responding to this question. When the world, and
especiall our nation, was being settled and developed, first a physical
and then an economic geography were made available. As time went on,
the content of the physical geography course was incorporated into an
1 arth Science course: the economic geography course was commonly down-
graded until only the poorest students elected it. The kind of course now
proposed h the Ugh School Geography Project is quite a different sort
of pr,,gram. It cal,s for a modern treatment of modern problems, but more
,igniicant1%, it im:ites the better mind, not just the potential dropout or
noneollege bound student. The study of element-complexes and of culture
w odds and culture realms, the construction of models, and the treatment
of gr(a\ ins; urban areas and of population explosions are a far cry from the
so called -old" physical. economic, or regional geography courses of the
past. In other words, the kind of geography instruction needed for today
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and tollturrotk is not the kind that %k as offered yesterday or yesteryear.
Vodcrn techniques a Isu go along with modern subject matter.

Question #4, Whv not research present endeavors to teach geography?
In responding to this inquiry, it tt as pointed out that considerable work
along these lines has alreads been accomplished, and that the Working
Group of the I sigh School Geograph Project had concluded that geography
kk .1s not playing an adequate role at the secondary schoo! level. It was also
noted that in those instances %l here instruction in geography was being
offered in "fused" courses in the social studies, attention was generally given
to the physical en% iron ment landlorms, climate, soils, minerals, vegetation
and animal life -1 ith a perfunctory nod to map reading. The spatial relation-
ships and interactions of physical and cultural phenomena, with mankind
as the catalyst or controlling factor, simply did not appear. As coordinator,
I am delighted to report that in some school systems serious efforts are
being made to upgrade the teaching of geography, and that there is an
eagerness on the part of se%eral school adminis rotors to reorganize the
school program to include the teaching of geograpl y.

Question #5: How might experts in geography bridge mend the
split between physical and cultural geography? Replies to this question
varied according to the school offerings, and the sequence of these offerings.
For example, if a school offered Earth Science, followed by a course in
Geography, it was suggested that this sequence be offered in the 8th-9th
grades, or Lith loth grades. If both %k Cre offered in the same Year, then closer
cooperation between teachers tt as suggested, In fact, in some instances, this
kk as already being accomplished in an ...Elective manner. Where no clear-
ut lines beRt yen the ttt o courses ''ere visible, the units suggested by the

Advisory Paper tt ere discussed.

Question #6: Should geographers write textbooks in Physical Geog-
raphy, Political Geography, and Cultural Geography so that secondary
school leaders can make a choice among them? Quite obviously an easy
answer to this inquire might he, "the more the better." But "better" in-
struction in geography is not necessarily achieved by multiplying the
number of textbooks available. The burden of selecting the "right" text for
a particular course still rests Upon the persons assumedly competent to make
such choice. The treatment of restrictive environments, politically-defined
region,. culturally oriented areal units, urban agglomerations, and geographic
techniques should affect the decision.

Question #7: What do geographers think secondary schools need, or
should establish, as courses? How long should a course he? The answer
to the first of these Ik I related questions has already been indicated. It was
pointed out that the I Iigh School Geography Project, through its Advisory
Pcriii-r. had -alegested that certain units he tried by the experimenting and
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wet-ming teachers. 1 %%as able to Iloilo: out. as the year progressed, that
units had been developed NN hich together would iequire inure than

one semester course in Geography to complete. Fur example, one unit
on France took three \\eeks to prepare and three creeks to teach. . unit
on the Soviet Culture Realm took one third of a semester.

Although some units of study might be included in World I fistory
courses, it is tmt possible to accomplish the objectives set forth in the
I ligh School Geography Pruject in a course that does not extend fur a
lull Near.

Question #8: How and where can administrators find materials and
geographers to assist them in determining the scope, content, and place-
ment of geography courses? And, where can administrators find spcialists
and teachers who will do the kind of job the geography profession
wants done? In responding to this question, it was pointed out that just as
neNi mathematicians and physicists had to be trained and old ones "re-
treaded" to teach the new mathematics and science programs, so too would
teachers of geography have to he retrained. Summer institutes and %York
shops NNW he needed to accomplish this objective. The several professional
geographic publications are carrying more information than ever before
concerning the availability of these institutes. A new curriculum guide' for
geographic education has been published and many Liberal Arts Colleges
and Universities are beginning to supply new substantive courses as well
as work in meth,a)lug for geography teachers.

Question #9: \There can administrators and teachers-in-service be
schooled in the new ideas developing in geography? 1)o we need
specialists in geography education? nortion of this question has been

11S11 Crill above. Lists u Earth Science and Social Science prospects, grants,
and proposals may y be obtained front the Science hiundation, the
lord Iliundatiiin, and the Cooperative Research Branch of the LI. S. Office
rof Lducation. School administrators have been invited to cooperate in
man% of thesis efforts to upgrade our secondary school programs of study.
It should be pointed out that there is a Nil need for specialists in geographN
education. Relatively few professional geographers are giving L1(11101 time or
conducting needed research in the teaching of geography- at the elementary
and secondary school

Question #10: NVhat might he the nature of an Advanced Placement
Test in geography to he given to prospective and entering freshmen?
Duritui, the course of the year, I became impressed e ith the ability
of high school students to handle materials originally prepared for
the tollege level. Textbooks, %%orkhooks, map exercises and the like were

rlitnr. "Curriculum (mid, (;(f)zraphit E(Itirattoti.-( ;o'oo ru)Ilur Fabiatirm Series I,. 3. National Comic 01 ho I ,,..tszhipili Eatiatton. 1904.
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used by many of those studying under the direction of the thirty experi
molting and cooperating teachers. Naturally the question arose about
having these Youngsters repeat their learning experiences at the college.
level. Ad% anced placement tests are nu being given in several fields of
learning including English, the foreign languages, mathematics, and in
some of the sciences. Surely a test in geography %%mild he as appropriate.
I }W.! 1111u pass the courses n'' being developed fur the high school student
should he given an opportunity to take an Advanced Placement Test in
Geograph before registering fur some of the courses utivred at the freshman
sophomore level. The Joint Committee on Education, as well as the Liberal
Education Committee of the .\ssociation of American Geographers, have
evidenced an interest in the preparation of such a test.

The furyguing anwcrs to the ten questions most frequently asked by
school administrators during my year as field coordinator for the High
School Geography Project need to he considered further by those interested
in upgrading the teaching of geography at all levels of instruction. %%ivy
present many neyy challenges and responsibilities that should nut he ignored.



Paper No. 8

Some Comments About a Structure of
Geography with Particular Reference
to Geographic Facts, Spatial
Distribution, and Areal Association

Edwin N. Thomas

The discipline of geography is changing. Burton has called this change
a "quantitative revolution" and has asserted that the revolution is over.1
Whether Nye agree with his position or not we cannot turn our backs on it.It is with us and its eventual appearance seems to have been inevitable, aris-
ing as it does from the basic nature of man's quest for knowledge. The an-
swers to initial, simple questions more often than not stimulate more sophisti-
cated questions, answers to which call Forth expanded frames of reference
and more incisive analytical tools.

What are some of these changes? Nlarble has specified that there is a
growing tendency for geographic research to be motivated by a desire to
understand certain theoretical structures of a general nature rather than to
continue the emphasis on studies whose goal is primarily the description of
a small portion of the earth's surface. In many of these studies, great care
has been taken to specify that the motivation for the particular undertakingarises out of' interests that geographers have maintained for many years.2

As an outgrowth of the conscious desire to maintain continuity between
past and present research. certain very basic concepts have been identified
and certain terms representing these concepts have been incorporated into
our geographic vocabularies. The attempts to maintain continuity have not
been altogether successful because much of the discipline has not been in-
formed of the terms or the definitions that have been developed. The
goal of this paper is to present and discuss three of these basic concepts;
geographic fact, spatial distribution, and areal association.

Burton. Ian, "The Quantitative Revolution and Theoretical Geography." TheCanadian Geographer, Vol. 7 (196:31, pp. 151-162.
12Nlarh le, Duane F., -Some Remarks on the Training for Professional Geographers,"

a paper delivered to the National Council for Geographic Education, unpublished.
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An Overview of a Structure of Geography
The limited number of concepts which have been considered recently

by geographers have been selected according to one common professional
stimulus. .11is stimulus is the need to identify, w ithin the vast corpus of
geographic thought and research, a logically consistent conceptual system.
13y this I mean a system in w hich a limited number of basic concepts are
identified and then employed or synthesi/ed to define additional terms of

more sophisticated or complex nature which then are employed to define
even more complex terms, etc. The topics to be discussed in this chapter
are introduced in approximately the same sequence as they occur in the
conceptual structure.

I.et us now try to provide a general overview of the entire conceptual
system. We will attempt to do) this in only the most general wav hoping
this overview will provide a framework upon %%ilia to place the %arious
concepts to k discussed.

In general, the system follows this structure. First, we have the basic
notion of a gerktraphic fact, Geographic facts, once defined, n ay be expand
ed into the 0)11(1.'0 Of the sputia/ 'The notion of the spatial dis
tribution may be developed, in turn, into the concepts of spatial imeaction
and tirecil atitiOCicit 1011. 'Then the concept of the reLijrni: may be svnthesi/ed
From the notions of the spatial distribution, spatial interaction or areal associa-
tion, depending upon the type of region one wishes to treat, i.e., its degree,
of complexity or sophistication. I lowever, the definition of the term, region.
is such that there is no logical inconsistency when one develops the regional
concept from the notions of spatial distribution, spatial intoti,,o or areal
association. The concept of settle' may he treated as another basic concept
which enters the system at an elementary lewl and then continues to operate
throughout it. modify ins; particular geographic facts, areal associations, spatial
interactions and regions.

Diagrammatically, we have

Grog:A pho.

ra,t

Seale

sle

Spa tia I

Dalt %but ton

Si. 3 IV

Area
Assoc :a twit

--Scale

Scale

L ale

Spatial
1.11le rat 1.011

Figure 11. A Structure of Geography.
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Geographic Facts, Spatial Distribution
and Areal Association

!laving briefly surveyed a general structure of geography let us now
treat v,eogra, 'lie fact, spatial distribution and areal association in some detail.
This discussion will he primarily definitive and de!.criptive: the logical pattern
and the substantive, geographical precedents recognized in developing the
concepts will not he specified because of the orientation of the paper and
because of space limitations. I loweyer, concrete examples of the notions %villhe provided.

Geographic Facts. To provide a sound and complete, extended defini-
tion of the term geographic fact we should first appraise the efforts of science
in general and the philosophy of science in order to establish a rationale in
which to couch our definition. Next, based on our considerations of the phi-
losophy of science, xe should define the meaning of facts. Finally, we should
state and support the premise that geography is a science and following, we
should consider geographic facts as a kind of scientific facts. Restrictions of
time or interest do not permit us to follow this intellectually satisfying pro-
cedure. klic must begin directly with a definition of geographic facts built
upon our intuitive understanding of the terms employed in the definition.

To begin our definition of geographic facts we must accept one general
statement: there are no facts which are exclusively and uneontestably within
the domain of the geographer to investigate or treat. This is the case, in part,
because of the nature of geography and partially because of the unified nature
of science. As a manifestation of the latter character, one may note the em-
ergence in in recent sears of such interdisciplinary area as biochemistry,
phsis and astrophysics. Alternately, we may note that there are certain
kinds of factual statements in which the geographer has no professional in-
terest and with ohich he cannot deal. In this category, are the kinds of facts
which. as they are stated, have no explicit locative clement. "Butter sells for
79 cents a pound" is an example of the kind of fact in which we find no
explicit statement of location. Contrariwise, "!hatter sells for 79 cents a pound
in Tempe, Ari/ona" is an example of a factual statement which may have
utility to geographers. learl, the two statements are not identical°, we have
more information in the latter than we do in the former.

It should he noted at this time that the argument, "All events take place
somewhere and hence. everything is subject to geographic inquiry," is invalid

ithin this frame o ork. To he sure, all "real world" events do take place
somewhere but until the geographer is provided with a statement in which
the location of the event is made explicit, he does not have the information
of a kind kl Inch has titi/itl to him. Summarily and in a general way, we
mav state that geographic facts are those facts in which the geographer has
had a traditional professional interest although he may not have an exclusive
right to deal w ith them.
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\Vc b ttt' not, as et, provided a crisp definition of geographic facts. We
have Hugely asserted that there are kinds of facts which are of interest to
geographers and other kinds which are not of use because they have nu loca-
tive elements. \bite precisely, we tt ill now state that geographic. facts are
facts which refer to the character of a place of the quatit1 ur qulit% of some
phenomenon which occ pieS a place at a given time.

It is a delinitit e charatteristic of geographic facts that they have three
components. First, we hate the t' ent or occurrence, the character or the
quantity or quality of some phenomenon; second, we have its location, the
specification of its place or place of occurrence; and third, we have the time

WW1 the event was observed.
.kdditional commentary about place is in order. I hinking about its most

general application, we state that place is a portion of two dimensional space.
raditionallv. geographers have been concerned with portions of earth :pace

but. in the future, the study of other celestial bodies mat be possible and
should aerogeography, the geography of Nlars, develop, our definition %vitt
still he appropriate. Defining place as a portion Of two dimensional space
has another advantage. Ve must remember that while studying places on
the surface of the Earth. or other celestial spheres, utilizes two dimensional
space, places also may he studied in three dimensional space, e.g., portions
of three dimensional space are subjects of inquiry in astronomy. Defining
place in two dimensions shows cognizance of the connections between ge
ographv, astronomy and other disciplines which have a spatial orientation
tt bileit the same time, differentiating between geography and some of the
others."

I lav'ing considered place, let us now focus attention on location. A place
can he identified, i.e., its location specified, in one of three ways. First, we
have mathematical specification -by either grid or polar coordinates. Grid
coordinate locative systems are the ones with which we are most familiar:
places are specified as being positioned north or south, and east or west of
some origin. Using polar coordinates, the location of places is specified by
distance and direction from some origin point, to state that Swamp I follow
is 8 miles northeast of Central City is specification of the location of a
place hv the polar method.

It is apparent that distance is essential to specifying location by the polar
coordinate method. It seems worthwhile to note, therefore, that we can iden-
tify at least three different distance notions. each of %%Hell is important to
geographers. First, we can identify direct earth distance defined as the num
her of earth distante units, e g., miles or kilometers, separating two places.
Second, %t can note economic distance in tt hich the separation between
places is expressed in monetart, dollar, or time, hour, units. \laps showing
the dollar and time distant relationships bum ten plates have prove

l

he
.cnnne flanon between 141 ()graph> and aNtronnne %%,e. earls wt.:mud/et!

In Sten De Geer in -On the DO NIctliud and Cla%111( Awn nt Geography,"
Ccegrati..kri Anna/r. 11(1. 1'. pp. 1-17.
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useful for research and teachingin various aspects of economic and urban
geograpk. Psehological distance is the most difficult distance concept to
define and the one about which we know the least. In general, what we
are referring to is the way people perceive various earth and economic dis-
tames. We suspect that individuals may perceive distances differently; in
response to a great many factors, e.g., their income, the time of the day, or
according to weather conditions. I lowever, dO not know the full category
of. factors w hich affect the perception of distance nor do we know the extent
of the effects. Unfortunately, the limitations of space and knowledge do not
permit a mire complete discussion of distance here.

I et k now return to our consideration of location. A second method of
specifying the position of places is relative location. This method is similar
to that used when specifying by polar coordinates but is much less precise.
In this method we tnerely specify generally t'..e location of a place relative
to some other. such as closer or farther, or upstream or downstream from
some reference point. To state that New Orleans is south of Chicago is to
specify the location of New Orleans relative to Chicago. Finally, we can
reeogni/e nominal location, in which reference is made merely to the name
attic lied to some place, such as Chicago or the Tennessee Ricer Valley.

Nominal and relative locations frequently can be translated into mathe-
matical locations and vice versa ;by reference to an atlas or reference map),
e.g. the nominal location, Detroit, can he prescribed mathematidly as latitude
42.20 N. and longitude 81W, whereas latitude :16.2N and longitude 112.8W
can he translated into the Grand Canyon.

We also note that relative location and location by polar coordinates con-
tam a reference to at least two places. To give the location of New Orleans
relative to Chicago ..:\.ew Orleans is south of Chicago), involves reference
to the nominal locations, New Orleans and Chicago, whereas giving the loca-
tion of Chicago relative to Detroit and New York City (Chicago is nearer
to Detroit than to New York City) requires three nominal locations.

It seems worthwhile, at this point, to clarify and contrast what is meant
by character. quality of phenomenon, and quantity of a phenomenon as these
terms relate to a plate. First, let us consider the quality of a phenomenon;
in this instanec we are merely considering the kind of event (within some
general that has occurred. For example, we may be considering
the general category, vegetation, and identify that a particular farm field
plat' is ot b% corn; corn being a particular kind of vegetation.

limilark, suppose that our goal is to prepare a land use map of a particular
Urban plate. During the preparation of the map we determine that a par
ticular panel of land is devoted to commercial use. In this instance, the gen-
eral eotewir imoked is the way land is used; the specific kind of use is
for commercial purposes.

Ireating the quantity of a phenomenon involves determining, first, wheth
er the kind of phenomenon is present or absent and then measuring its mag-
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nitude. Let us again use corn production as an example. As contrasted with
the qualitative problem discussed above, now we are interested not only in
the' mere presence of corn, but also in the amount which is produced. For
a particular parcel of land the parcel may be a farm field, or it may be a
county because the size of the area is not an issue here) we establish first
that corn is produced and then determine "how much" is grown. Depending
upon our problem, we may inquire into "how much" in terms of acreage,
total yield or ield per unit of area. Similarly, if we are interested in the'
human population of an area, we first inquire into the presence or absence
of human beings in the' arious parcels and then we may determine the total
number of people occupying the parcels or the number of people per unit
of area.

Characterizing a particular place involves synthesizing information about
several phenomena which occupy it. An example of a geographic fact which
characterizes a place would be the statement that the area near the mouth.
of the \lississippi River is swampy. To assert that the particular area is
swampy, it is necessar% to se nthesize information concerning the condition
of the soil, vegetation, relief, etc.

S%nthetic statements which generally characterize places are of necessity
less precise than statements relating to the quality or quantity of the phenom
ena which occupy them. I low ever, while losing precision about one category
or kind of phenomenon which occupies a place, we gain greater general
information about mans phenomena w hich are present. If our knowledge
about a place is meager, there may be advantages in establishing this more
general information. Employing the earlier example in which we character-
ized a particular place as swampy, we can see that if little' is known about
the place' there may be greater utility in knowing this more general informa
tional fact than there is in knowing precisely the density of cypress trees.

Spatial Distribution. Scientists in general do not deal with one fact.
They assemble many of them and then attempt to make generalizations con-
cerning the behavior of the phenomenon which these facts represent.

Geographers also pursue research in this way. In fact, assemblages of
geographic facts have been a focus of the discipline of geography aud certain
assemblage's have been of such great significance in the discipline that they
have been gieen a special name, i.e., spatial distributions. Most simply, a
spatial digribution is defined a' a set of geographic facts representing the
behavior of a particular phenomenon or characteristic of man.i place's. kVe
must recognize the existence of both "real world" spatial distributions such
as those portraed on most maps and hypothetical distributions such as those
shim n in figure'

The definition given above is recommended by its brevity: however, three
points require considerable amplification in order to explicate the more subtle
connotationN of the term. spatial distribution. Ihe first point to be specified
iN that the relationship between the concept, geographic fact, and the concept,
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spatial distribution, is close and e'trect. Spatialdistributions are defined as
ses or assemblages of geographic facts. Thus, many geographic facts con-
cerning the behavior of some phenomenon must be determined in order to
establish what the spatial distribution of the phenomenon is.

The second point that must he emphasized is that the locative, temporal
and indicative' or characteristic information about the behavior of the phenom-
enon in question must be maintained. This is the' case because of the defini-
tion of geographic facts which was employed earlier. That all three elements
of each geographic fact in the set must he maintained when considering a
spatial distribution is sometimes overlooked. For example, when inspecting
a choropleth map entitled "I log Production in Iowa by Counties: 1960" we
are very much aware of the presence' of two elements of the geographic facts,
i.e., 1 the quantity of the phenomenon, hog production, and (2) its place
of occurrence, a county. I 10WeVer, we may tend to overkk the fact that the
production occurred in 1960. The first two elements are maintained in the
body of the map whereas the third, the temporal element, is specified in the
title. Where on the' map the element is maintained is immaterial; the im-
portant aspect is that it is specified somewhere. The temporal element of a
spatial distribution is frequently maintained only casually, as in the above
example where it appears only in the' title'. however, when treating spatial
distributions which are highly dynamic temporally or when executing a ge-
ographic study in which the change's in the spatial distribution are the essence
of the investigation, such as in migration or innovation studies,4 maintainence
of the temporal element is absolutely essential.

A third doint about spatial distributions which requires specification in.
(dyes their portrayal. If geographic facts are collected and then portrayed

io some way so that one or more of their basic elements is lost then the re-
sultiog collection is no lon!,er a spatial distribution. For example, assume %e
have available to us a set of geographic facts indicating the behavior of some
hypothetical phenomenon, X. If we graphically array the facts in a graph,
as in Figure 11, we' have lost the locative element even though we may main-
tain the characteristic and temporal information. .\ graph like the one shown
in Figure 12 is called a histogram.

\Ian% time's the' geographer is confronted with the problems of assem-
bling :,cographic facts from diverse areas of the earth's surface into a special
distribution and then portraying this distribution without losing its basic char-
acteristics. Traditionally, ILW map is the device which the geographer has em-
ployed when facing this problem. By utiliz:og map the' geographer can
graphically array a spatial distribution without :-sing the important locative,
temporal and indicative information contained in each «mtponent geographic
fact while maintaining information concerning the general shape, distance,

;For an example, of this t pi, of geographic in% estigation the reader k referred
to flagerstrand, orsten. "The Propagation of Innovation Waxes," Lund Studiesin Gri nzra pin/ Sericy 13, Human Geography, Royal Univeraty of Lund, Lund,so.e.ele.n
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Figure 12. Histogram: Phenomenon X, Area A, 1950. Source, hypotheti-
cal.

direction and size of relationships which exist in the "real vorld" between
the individual facts. These latter general relationships give the spatial dis-
tribution being investigated its specific character.

The relatiwichip between map and spatial distribution, is very close. In
fact, a good basic definition of a map is: a map is a graphic portrayal of
one or more spatial distributions in %vhich the areal and spatial relation be-
tween the geographic facts comprising the individual distributions is main-
tained. We must hear in mind, however, that a map and a spatial distribu-
tion are not cvnonomous. .\ map of a particular spatial distribution is merely
a particular kind of graphic portray-I of the distribution and frequently more
than one spatial distribution is port:ayed on a single map.

Because the map maintains the elements of each part chile also main-
taining the general areal and spatial relationships which occur between the
facts, it provides the geographer ith a clearer visualization of the "real
world" spatial' distribution than 1w could secure from other methods of por-
trayal.

.1 he map ma he ,}f great assistance to a geographer in two vays. First,
the map of a spatial distribution may he valuable to a geNrapher %Olen he
is attempting to describe that particular distribution; second, the map may
also be helpful when a geographer is attempting to explain the distributirn.
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The latter use of the map is especially common in the initial phases of anestigation about the behavior of a phenomenon which is only vaguelyunderstood and is exemplified in a recent report on the incidence of *Jaw
cancer in African children and leukemia in .\merican children.

The African disease offers the It chance to date of proving ,1 relationship between a Virus and a form of human cancer. and ina help toexplain %vh American leukemia cases sometimes appear in clustersa phenomenon that has led to suspicions of an infectious element in leu

What makes the .1trican tumors interesting to researchers is their geograph. They occur clear emss the continent. and down the east coastas far as I walet) Marques. Since the are Found in children of allraces. their cause is not likel to lie in ethnic facts. Hut there are twocutoffs: the tumors do not occur in children ing above about i.ono ft..or in areas with less than 20 in. of annual rainfall. The map of African
tumor occurrence. with its highland islands of tumor free children. almostmatches the maps for ellow fever and one form of sleeping sickness!'

Ih portraying the occurences, or geographic facts, of jaw cancer on a map.scientists were able to see the "real wokl" spatial distribution and therelmformulate an explanation w hien was not readily forthcoming from othermethods of inspecting the data.
1 la% ing defined and discussed the characteristics of spatial distributionsin a general way, we now may turn our attention to their basic elements..\II spatial distributions are composed of three elements, each of which isindependent of the others and 1)% which distributions can be generally char.acterized.
The three elements w hich all spatial distributions share are pattern, den-sity and dispersion. The pattern of a spatial distribution is defined as theareal or geoinetric arrangement of the geographic facts within a snail areaithrnit regard to the size of the study area. The density Of it spatialbution is defined as the overall frequenci of occurrence of a phenomenon,e;thin a stn it erect rehitiVe to the Of the stud) area. The' dispersion ofa spatial distribution is defined as the extent of the spread of the geographicfacts within a stiitil area relative the size of the study area.The definitions given above can he illustrated by comparing and contrast-ing six simple hypothetical maps w Inch are shown in Figure 13. The differ-

ence between pattern and density and their independent effect is exemplifiedin Figures 13a and 1 3h. On both maps the patterns of the phenomenon isuniform because all dots are arranged so as to he equally spaced from eachother. I lowever, the densities, or frequencies of occurrence relative to the sizeof the areas. are different. For the map sb,%w n in Figure 1 3a there are 27 dotsper sq inch %hile on 13h there are only 12 dots per sq. inch. Contrariwise. on

'irns and Cancr.- nun. (Mollr 5. 19(i2, pp. 56-37.
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Figure 13. An Illustration of the Differences between Pattern Density
and Dispersion of a Spatial Distribution.
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the maps shown in I 3c and I3d different patterns are shown but the densities
are the same. Clearly pattern and density are characteristics of spatial distri-butions which may (Terme independently of each other. On Figures 13e and13. attention is focused upon dispersion. On both maps, the density of dotsis the same. 7 per sq. inch. ihe patterns are the same also because patternis defined as arrangement iiithout regard to the site of the study area. How-ever, the dispersion of the dots, the extent to which they are spread overthe study area, differs. Clearly, dispersion also mat operate independently ofpattern and density.

It appears uorthu bile to note briefly at this time that geographers sub-scribe to the notion that by analyzing, comparing and contrasting the ele-ments of spatial distributions fur a particular phenomenon in different studyareas or ftr set eral phenomena in the same study area, basic understandingsof the phenomenon or the relationships between phenomena may he sug-gested that are not readily brought to mind by other forms of analysis. Thisnotion is ry important: it appears to provide an indispensable part of thefoundation for the entire discipline of geography. It seems reasonable thatone of the teaching goals of geographers sincerely concerned with generaleducation in the public high schools %%mild be to provide students with anunderstanding of this aspect of the discipine of geography so that the students %%Ladd hate this general approach available for the solution of some ofthe problems u hich they will encounter in the course of everyday living.At this point tie have defined spatial distributions in general and havediscussed their basic characteristics and elements. For the purpose of com-ileteoess. it nou is neeessart to identify tuo basic kinds of spatial distribu-tions kk \11.' may encounter. One kind of spatial distribution is the con-tinuous. and mat he defined as a spatial distribution in which occurrencesof the phenomenon in question cce'cur at all points 11 ithin a study area. Air
temperatures, barometric pressure and elevation ANAe sea level are phenom-
ena uhkh form spatial distributions fulfilling this requirement because at anyand .111 points within a studs area temperature. pressure and elevation arepresent. I he other kind of basic spatial distribution is the discrete, and isdefined as a Tanal dist rihtIii ill in 11 hieh occurrences of the phenomenon
in question are separated by areas of nonoccurrence ti ithin the study area.\lap cif gra\ el pits are maps it hich furor discrete spatial distributions becauseeach pit in the died is separated ht a finite distance from all others.

Whether a partieular phenomenon is treated as a discrete or a continuous
spatial distribution is to a considerable extent a function of factors other than
the intrinsic character of the phenomenon. Such practical considerations asthe goals of the investigation. the at ailability of data, and the costs-attendantto exec using the study mat affect the way in uhich a particular phenomenon
is treated. Vert frquentlt. phenomena which occur discretely in the "real
yi odd" are considered within the context of a specific problem as being culltinuouslt distributed. 1 his situation mat be exemplified as follows. kVe know
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that most manufacturing is done in buildings and that these buildings are
separated from each other. The value added by manufacturing ,:defined by
the Bureau of the Census; might be studied geographically, building by
building, but this is not done because such data arc difficult to secure. 1 low
ever, the value added by manufacturing is available by county units and a
tiumber of geographers have studied the value added by manufacturing by
counties in the United States. In this latter case, "value added" is for prac
tical reasons treated as a continuous variable.

Spatial distributions which are composed of geographic facts which are
truly discrete in the "real world" but which are treated in the context of a
particular study as continuous are said to be logically discrete but treated
continuously.c"

It is important to note that spatial distributions of the same phenomenon
within the same study area for the same time period may appear differently
depending upon whether the phenomenon is mated as spatially discrete or
spatially continuous. In addition, even if a particular phenomenon is treated
as a continuous vatial distribution, differences in appearance also may occur
if the site of the unit areas for which the data are collected is changed. For
example. information concerning "value added" is available by State conomic
Areas and states as well as by counties and the spatial distributions based
upon these different-sized unit areas have different al pearances.

These points are easily seen if we refer again to geographic facts. :\ ge
()graphic fact is the character of a place or the quality or the quantity of a
phenomenon which occupies a place at a particular time. By modifying the
sites of the places for which we secure information we may in effect change
the data concerning character. quality or quantity. Now, spatial distributions
are defined as sets of geographic facts: hence if we have changed the individ-
ual facts in the set we may also change the appearance of the overall assm-
bl tw. i.e., the spatial distribution.

Areal Association, to this point we have been discussing geographic
fats and spatial distributions. We must note at this time that determining
geographic facts or mapping spatial distributions are not the sole aims Of
geographic research. These two actkities. although necessary, may be con-
sidered as aspects of the data collecting and descriptive portions of the dis-
cipline.

The research aspects of geography also include analytical phases. In fact,
it is the analytical endea%ors of geographers which hold the greatest promise
b)r the continued de%elopmcnt of the discipline. One of the concepts which
pro%ides the pbilu.suphiial rationale for much geographic analysis, both past

'M as ptrsptvtit un spatial distrilnititais is analut4ous to the tratnitnt givit
statistical strit. in %%Inuit data art, unsidrtl to he tlisrit. ha:n.1111: discrte and
initinnuns. Tliist notitnis tlit rlatt to statistical scrris .trt discussed by F.(1%vard

1. 1,wis ill %tut/um/A. tif Statistical .Analyvts in Economies awl l3asinevv. pp. 6 8-69.
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and present, is that of areal association, It is to a discussion of this importantcone pt that the remainder of this paper is devoted.
One of the basic notions to which geographers subscribe is this: If, with-in a given study area, the spatial distributions of two or more phenomena

are similar, then those phenomena are somehou related. We may go some -
at hat further and state, as a corollary., that the greater the similarity between
spatial distributions, the closer will he the relationship between the phenom-ena uhich the represent. It is from these straightforward and simple notionsthat the concept of areal association arises.

Most succinctly, areal association is defined as the similarity within the
.iante Nfld.) area between two or more spatial distributions determined by
information collected for the same unit areas. Thu notion can also be defined
in terms of geographic facts. Remembering that spatial distributions are as-
semblages of geographic facts, wee may in turn define areal association as the
similarity between the taco or more sets of geographic facts collected for thesame unit areas.

Additional comment about the definition of areal association is required
in order to pro\ ide more complete mderstanding about the concept. First ofall, u L must make explicit w hat is meant by the similarity of spatial distri-
butvins. \Ve can readily see that if the highs and lows of two spatial distri-
butions coincide, that those distributions can he considered as being similar.
This situation is exemplified in Figures 14a and 14b. In this instance, the
association betas cell phenomena Y and X is said to he positive, I lowever,
w hen the relationship between phenomena is negative, the spatial distribu-
tions also may be said to be similar. Ill this instance, high values of Y occurin the same places as lo',', values of X. as illustrated in Figures 14c and 14d.
Ill the former. \\e may state that the areal association between Y and X is

ill the latter that it is negative.
I et us next turn our attention very briefly to the instances when the

(oniept of areal association provides an appropriate research rationale. In the
definition presented earlier, we referred to spatial distributions or sets Of
geographit facts determined by information collected for the same unit areas.
flu. means that each of the phenomena for which we are collecting informa-

tion oL curs. ill general, uithin each unit area into which the study area is
divided. Ira. example, '\ hen studying total population and the number of
retail establishments in the diddle \Vest, using county' -shed unit areas, weeypeit both phehomena to occur, in general, within each of the counties lo-
(ated in the stash area. I knee. an inquiry into the similarity of ,hest
spatial distatitiidls is apprpriately cast within the analytical framework proided by the concept of areal association.'

the plietwittmi emsition.d, in general, do not °col: within the saint'mot awas. then another analtical rationale is required. One such framework whichtr,(pirntk is oplo.111 is spatial interaction. ithiti this framework, %ye. mar,.-onsidr the rlationship between vents, geographic facts, which are separatedIA some -real world" distant e.
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44.

4a. lsopleth .1ap of Hypothotical Phenomenon I', Study Area A, 1962,

51) 10u 130 200

14b. Isopleth Map of Hypothetical Phenomenon X, Study Area A, 1962.

60 8) 100

1 1c. Isopleth Map of Hypothetical Phenomenon Y, Study Area 13, 1962.

3I0 25 2*0 25

114.1. [sp loth .lap of Hypothetical Phenomenon X, Study Area 13, 1962.

Figure 14. Similar Spatial Distribution which Illustrate Positive and
Negative Areal Association.
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I he discussion in the preceding paragraph is related to the circumstancesunder which the concept of area association is appropriatel applied. Let usnoo consider briefly Imo the concept may he employed. The concept is mostfrequently employed to secure information about a particular spatial distri-bution. By comparing the particular spatial distribution with others, the ge-,Nrapher is able to identift a single phenomenon or several phenomena whichare areall associated o ith that one which is the central focus of the investi-gation. I hose phenomena o Inch are arealk associated with the particular
l'hcni'cnun are said to -explain- it. I looever, within the context of a par-
ticular resealh project, the geographer is not satisfied with merely establish-ing that two or more spatial distributions are similar. Ile also strives to de-

rmine the process which leads to the similarit. l'or example, a geographermax note that within a particular study area, a map of population growth
looks er much like a map which portrays growth in the number of personsinployed ill manufacturing. I Ie then may note that people are apt to migrate
to places to secun. lobs and, hence, assert that the desire for employment
.recounts for the similarit% boos:en the two maps.

Before concluding our remarks on the concept of areal association it is
necessary to discuss, at least generalk. him areal associations are established,
i.e.. how oe may- determine \khcther ur nut two or more spatial distributions
are, in fact, similar.` For our purposes, we may identify two ..:proaches: one
general set of techniques inolt es visualk determining whether or not spatial
distributions are similar; the other general approach involves the use of statis-
tical techniques to establish the similarit.

One of the visual approaches is traditional in geograph: it involves the
usual ,ssmparison sit two or nusr maps. [Icing this approach, maps of several
spatial distributions are prepared and then inspected to determine whether
or not the various phenomena, o hen mapp..d, form distributions which ap-
pear to he similar. Another visual appruach for establishing areal associations
'mid% es the use of the scatter diagram 9 On a scatter diagram two sets of
data 111.1\ he portrayed. If the ariotis dot. o Inch represent values of both
phenomena sippear to he kk kick scattered over the entire area or the grapo,
as till Figure then the two phenomena are considered to be only slightly
related. the patterns of the spatial distributions will be dissimilar and the
areal asssmiation betwe'e'n the distributions is slight. Contrariwise, if the dots
representing the alus are grouped closek around a straight line or some
reo.:111/able cd line, as on Figure then the conclusion is that the
phenomena are ({hire s.losek related, i.e., that the phenomena are closely
a.sskiated arcalk. \\*hell the patterns of spatial distributions are complicated,
the scatter diagram ma\ he a more vffet %Ivy ntol for determining areal associa

`Thi. %Titer int t irk apiilutj/cs fur ex-% enrsury trvatiilent thisit till, 11,%.t t-r. then. .t '0,111111111mi, htemtlirt thi intthOtl:, of establishing(real assoc i,lnttu , runt It tot hic h is ghat' N.( This Sectitrn Of the paper1.N tit littrtulut ut> Iii, ttipie.
" i-i t att.!" diagrams is discussed in most elementary statistics books.
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Figure 15. Scatter Diagrams Showing Spatial Distributions which are
Slightly and Closely Areally Associated.
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than .t map because on a scatter diagram the extent to which the highs
and limn of the distribution correspond is more easik seen.

Ilse of statistical mt.thods to determine areal associations adds a great
deal of preLision and comreteness to a particular investigation and alltms the
geographer to cope \\ ith research situations which otherwise might frustrate
his efforts. I-or example, In using statistical techniques the geographer can
handle the pniblein which frequently arises in geographic research in which
sc%eral spatial distributions which are only vaguely similar are considered.
In this ease, no firm statements can he made about the areal association ob
taming between the distributions. However, using statistical techniques, this
piohlem an he overcome.

I he statistical methods used must commonk to measure areal associations
Are simple and multiple regression and correlation. These techniques are
disLussed in must elementars statistics books. An% further discussion of them
would he inappropriate in this paper.'"

prc.para hum .111 1.11.11 .1/1.11.,i, (it maps and se. atter cilas4ranis appears to
I t ATI% `ltilltt the .0.111th (111111111,1.1r,Itt With tlit Itit2:11 ,e11001
%hid, los It 1, (1,}111Ittill ti1.1 t 11111n that! a %IT\ II'W upper di% isiim students could
((p, t1 ant ilmet mm111)111.01( ins in% (.(1 in the statistic al treatment. This

is in ichliti.ria) lusts h.r (lisp( cisim! %%011 the statistical appwaull sunimurik


